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REPORT OF THE SCF SECRETARY
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE
ANNUAL CONVENTION
JULY 12,1988
WASHINGTON, D.C.

NAACP SPECIAL CONTRIBUTION FUND

Benjamin L. Hooks
Secret ary, SCF

************************** *******************************************************'r

INTRODUCTION TO EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ' S REPORT
Trad i t ionall y , t he Exe cutive Director/SCF Secretary does
not submi t a wri tten r e port at the July Board Me e ting.
This
year, however , in lig ht of t he multitudinous activi t i es in
wh ich t he Ass o ciat ion has been i nvolved, and the work of our
ma ny departments, it was felt that a fairly comprehensive
repo r t
sho u l d
be prepared
f o r your
inf orma ti on
and
ed ifi ca t i on .
I am quite pleased with the progress which we have made
during this period, particularly in our youth programmat ic
areas -- ACT-SO competitions this year will be the largest in
the 10 year history of the program .
Much credit is due to
Vernon Jarrett, the National Chairman of ACT-SO; the regional
field staff, State Conference Presidents, and volunteers
acr o ss the nation .
Our Youth and College Division has done a marvelous j ob
in reac tivat i ng and establishing new units, se t ting up
leadership models, establishing the first annual Gloster B.
Current Leadershi p Awards and administering the Roy Wilkins
Scholarship.
_ Our Education Department reports a record number of )
applications for the- _ Agnes Jones Jackson and
Willems
Scholarships. Additionally, the Department has been on the
cutting edge of the fight to preserve and increase the number
of blac~ teachers in the ~lassroom.
Our Back-to-School Program is now operational in over 55 )
communities.
Our Prison Program continues to expand and take on
additional dimensions in the never-ceasing struggle to reduce
the recidivism rate of our nation ' s prison population .
Our Legal Department is operating on every front.
are challenging discrimination in employment, housing,
education as well as attempts to dilute the impact of
black vote.

We
and
the

During this per i od, we also sponsored a "Salute to )
Judge Robert Carter,"
former General
Counsel of
the
Association. Judge Carter was honored for his outstanding
leadership and contributions to the NAACP's historical fight
to desegregate the classroom, the workplace and public
accommodations across the nation. That affair was held on
May 17 in New York City, where the Chairman William F. Gibson
and other members of the Board participated in the salute to
Judge Carter.

•

The Henry Lee Moon Library was dedicated on June 9.
Again, this was a marvelous affair attended by friends of
Henry Lee Moon and supporters of the NAACP. The Department
of Administration had the responsibility of designing ancr"
setting up the Library.
As usual, our Branch and Field Services Department and
our Regional Offices were involved in demonstrations, filing
lawsuits, coming to the aid of victims of police brutality in
countless communities across the nation.
During this period, we also launched our spectacular
Membership Radiothon effort under the leadership of Jondelle
Johnson, former Executive Secretary of the Atlanta Branch.
Two (2)
succcessful Membership
Universities
were
conducted with over 175 part i cipants from State Conferences
in the largest cities .
Dr. Gibson, Hazel D~kes, Mrs.
McMillan, and a number of other Board Members participated .
The individual department reports will give you a better
overview of the works of the Association from our February
meeting to thi s convention.

YOUTH AND COLLEGE DIVISION
At the center of the Association ' s thrust for the 19BO ' s
Here we
and the 1990's is our Youth and College Division.
our
young
people
to
assume
leadership
train and motivate
positions in the Association and in the leadership circles
across the board.
John Davis, the hard working Director of the Youth and
College Divisionishimself a
product of
its
leadership
experience.
The same is true of Paula Brown-Edme, Regional
Director of the Northeast Region and Yvonne Finnie, who serves
as Youth and College Regional Director.
Arrell White, who
heads the Association's Management Information System, was also
trained in the Association's Youth and College Division .
John Davis reports that the first half of 1988 was a busy
time for youth activity.
The focus of the NAACP's youth program is to develop and
nurture fresh new leadership.
Nevertheless, the Youth and
College Division faces its own
difficulties in securing
talented volunteers to serve as role models and assist on the
local level.
Since Febraury 1988, the Youth Department has
been able to maintain its membership growth, expand its number
of active youth units, attract new private sector interest and
develop new
programs.
This
report will
detail
the
Department's activity from Febru~ry to June 1988.
Overall, the staff consists of the National
Youth
Director, two Youth Field Directors (Region II & III> and a
Secretarty in the National Office. This staff shortage is due
principally to the inavailability of funds to hire additional
staff.
Currently, an opening exists for a regional staff
person in the south east with plans in the wings for two
additional regional staff persons and an Assistant National
Youth Director.
The
growing trend
by
philanthropic
institutions and the private sector to focus on the funding of
programs aimed at addressing problems f a
· ng
c yo
7 th will provide
avenues for funding of the Department's pers nel needs .
MEMBERSHIP
As of May 1988, increases in youth membership have
surpassed figures for 1987 by over 1,500. This increase was
due mainly to the $3.00 membership category, with a slight
increase in the $5.00 category.
In Region II, a successful
membership laydown was held and activity culminated at the
Regional Conference where more than 1,800 youth memberships
were reported. The Brooklyn, New York Youth Council lead the
way with a report of 800 memberships.
Other youth amounts
deserving
recognition
include :
Mainline
and
Media,
Pennsylvania, Cape Cod and Boston, Massachusetts, Atlantic City

and Paterson,
New
Jersey, Waterbury,
Connecticut,
and
Corona-East Elmhurst, Hempstead, New Rochelle, Mid-Manhattan
and White Plains, New York, Owensboro, Kentucky, Hamtramck,
Michigan, Toledo, Ohio; college chapters at Bowling Green
University, Bucknell University, University of Illinois at
Urbana,
University
of
Louisville,
Ypsilanti
Michigan
University, and Grambling University.
POLITICAL ACTION
With the presidential election fast approaching and
political issues ever-increasing, the NAACP Youth and College
Division is busy registering people to vote.
Although the
NAACP is non-partisan, the organization has always supported
political participation through the individual's constitutional
right to vote.
In the northeast, reports illustrate that
approximately 4,500 people have been registered.
In the
midwest, similar activity has also been reported.
The following youth units held voter registration drives:
Mid-Manhattan, Corona-East Elmhurst, Hempstead, New
York;
Atlantic City, New Jersey , Waterbury, Connecticut, Akron and
Dayton, Ohio, Hamtramck, Michigan, college chapters at Bowling
Green, Cleveland State, University of Illinois at Urbana,
University of Louisville, University of Michigan and Ypsilanti
Michigan University .
EDUCATION
A quality education should be available to all youth.
With diminishing
resources
available to
pursue
higher
education, the increasing problems of illiteracy among the
black community, the continued attrition problem at the junior
high and high school level and the need for parental guidance
in stemming bad home training, NAACP youth have been very
active.
To bring attention to the illiteracy problem,
the
National Office conducted a "TAG DAY" effort on May 14, 1988.
The theme for this event was "Stamp Out Illiteracy:
Promote
Education in the Black Community."
Over 40 cities and towns
successfully participated in the one-day activity that brought
favorable press· and media coverage for the NAACP on the local
level.
Many youth units have established contact in establishing
Back-to-School/Stay-in School projects in their communities.
In Boston, Massachusetts the youth council held
read-ad-than and discussed the books read by participants.

a

DIRECT ACTION
The most outstanding youth unit to hold extensive ongoing
activity in this area was the Penn State University NAACP
College Chapter.
Under the guidance of its newly elected
President and co-founder, Seprenia Coleman, the college chapter
has received national media attention for its involvement in
the African-American Student Protest against the treatment of
minorities at the University.
Absent concern by University
officials, the college chapter helped to spearhead a minority
student coalition known as CAPPS {Concerned African-Americans
at Penn State) .
The coalition sought, without success, a
meeting with the University President to discuss several
grievances. A sit-in demonstration was held on April 9th, and
the meeting sought took place on April 18 , 1988. Thus far, the
college chapter continues to monitor the issues as identified
in order to assure university compliance.
Similar activity involving NAACP college chapters and
their response to racism on college campuses has taken place at
the University of Michigan, University of Illinois at Urbana
and Bowling Green University.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Dr. Beverly Cole. Director of the NAACP 's Educat ion
Department. reports that the American Council on Education
recently released a report entitled "One Third of a Nati on:
Minority Participation in Education and American Life." Dr.
Benjamin Hooks was one of 37 members of a commission whose
honorary Chairmen included former Presidents Jimmy Carter and
Gerald Ford.
The report's major thesis is that minority
groups are expected to make up bne third of the American
population shortly after the turn of the century.
Yet.
America is moving backward not forward in its effort£ to
achieve the full participati.on of minority citizens . in the
life and prosperity of the nation. The Director of Education
served as the staff person assigned to critique the drafts of
the report and to provide recommendations.
Scholarships:
New applications and rules for both the Agnes Jones Jackson
and the
Willems Scholarships were
distributed to a ll
Branches. Youth Councils. and College Chapters.
A total of
B.000 applications were distributed for each s cholar ship.
The
s e cond installments
of the
Agnes
Jones Jackson
Scholarship awards were mailed to the recip~en t s. The Awards
Sub-Committee met in Charlotte. N.C. and awarded $60 .000 in
Agnes Jones Jackson Scholarships f or 3 graduates and 19
undergraduates~
and $22,000 in Willems Scholarships to 8
undergraduates and 2 graduates for 1988-89.
The 7-11 Corporation donated $3.000 towards a scholar ship
fund.
In addition, the Education Department has r ece ived
bonds, valued at $30.000 from the Peter S. Kalikow Foundation.
The interest from these bonds will be used for scholarship
awards. These funds will be used to provide scholarships for
minorities planning to enter the teaching profession. Mrs.
Ruth Pugh of New York has pleqged $1.000 annuall y towards a
scholarship for a needy and worthy youth.
Mr. Emma Etuk o f
Howard University has been awarded the Pugh scholarship. He
is a graduate
student who is currently working on a
dissertation entitled "Crusade for Justice" - Archibald Henrv
Grimkle and The NAACP 1909-1930.

Black History Month
For Black History Month
folders were developed which
commemorated the "Little Rock Nine." The National NAACP
reunited them in Little Rock for the first time since
graduation from Central High School.
The f o lder tells the
s t or y complete with pictures. These folders were distributed
to all units of the NAACP and are available for purchase.
They are also being distributed in conjunction with the 30
minute documentary produced by the NAACP Public Relations
Department - "The Return of the Little Rock Nine" .
34th Anniversary of Brown vs. Board of Education
In commemoration of this event, the National Office honor e d
one of its former General Counsels, and a lawver in the Brown
vs.
Board of Education case, Judge Robert Ca r ter, wh o
presides in Federal Court in New York City.
The Education Department sent out suggesti ons for rememberi nq
the occasion along with articles on desegregation .
The
articles included one by Judge Carter entitled "Deseqreqation
Challenges and Responsibilities";
"The Research on t he
Effects of School Desegregation," by Robert Crain, and "The
Brown Decision - Racism, Education, and Values" · b y Kenne th
Clark.
Dr. Cole further reports that the Education Department
continued to assist NAACP Branches by providing technical
assistance. advice.
and consultation on
a vari etv of
problems:
-Strategies for countering the closing of schools.
·- Advice for branches
whose school districts
petitioning the courts for Unitary Status.

are

-Setting up SAT and ACT test preparation clinics.
-P roviding information on expert witnesses and consent
decrees which
could be used
in challenqing a
Fireman ' s exam.
-Providing materials and
position papers on the
National Teachers Exam, Black Hist ory, vouchers, and
parents as advocates for their children.
-Consultation for preventing a schoo l district fr om
transferring its high
school enrollment from a
district with a sizabl e rn i n o ritv population to o ne
that is primarily white.

-Comments
on
nationally.

proposed

legislation

locally

and

Presentations, Conferences, and Meetings
The Director of Education was invited to lecture at Prairie
View University in Texas on the topic "Quality and Equality :
Educational Imperatives."
This presentation was a part of
the University's _Lyceum series.
A presentation on "Spending Priorities:
Education vs.
Defense" was made at Howard Community College for the Howard
County Martin Luther King Day Commemoration.
Dr . Cole
who is a member of
the Advisory Group on
Postsecondary
Education sponsored
by
the Cente r
for
Educational Statistics and the American Council on Educat i on.
spoke to the group on "Data Needs on Minorities in Higher
Education."
Because racial incidents have increased across the county.
the American Bar As~ociation, at its winter meeting, held a
wot· kshop on "The Resurgence of . Racism."
Dr. Cole a ddressed
specific incidents on college campuses.
Dr. Cole also served as a panelist on the Education Workshop
held at the Urban League ' s Manhood and Fatherhood Conference
which was held in Atlanta, Georgia.
A paper entitled "The Politics of Literacy: A Poli c y and
Research Agenda" was presented at the International Read i nq
Association, in Toronto, Canada.
The paper was later
published in the Crisis.
Recently the National Center for Fair and Open Testing held a
conference
on "Breaking Down
the Barriers"
posed by
standardized testing in America. The Director of Education
participated in two workshops: 1) Coaching for Low Income
Students and · 2> The Impact of the NTE on Minorities.
Dr.
Cole is a member of the Policy Advisory Group for Fair Test
and has joined with them in requesting the National Me rit
Scholarship to cease basing their awards solely on the
PSAT-Exam since it is unfair to the poor, minorities. and
women.
The National Board of Directors of the PTA. of which Dr. Cole
is a member, met in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Newsle t ter
The first edition of the Education Department ' s Newsletter
was published and distributed to the Board. SCF Trustees. and

Education Chairpersons.
It included information about Black
History Month, the new NTE Testing Proposal, the Carnegie
Grant for an Education
Specialists in Region V,
new
scholarships and the Drug and Alcohol Awareness Week.
It
will be produced tri-annually .
Public Relations
The Mothering Gazette interviewed the Director of Education
on the subject of Standardized Testing for Children.
The Dallas Times
Herald consulted with
Department on a Black History Chronology.

the

Education

Region V
The Education Specialist for Region V, for the past ten
months, has provided extensive educational assistance to
NAACP Branches, parent groups , Black communities, State
Education agencies, school boards and legislators, school
systems, churches, and professional organizations .
In support of the Education Specialist ' s commitment to
ensuring quality equitable education for black students and
equitable educational opportunities for black prof essio~als
in the Southeast, and as part of the Specialist's effort to
address these critical issue ' s in the Southeast, technical
assistance, training, and consultations were provided to the
targeted populations mentioned to identify strategies and
solutions, and to resolve problems.

"BACK-TO-SCHOOL/STAY-IN-SCHOOL "
Dr . Aileen James, Project Director, reports that a number of
new projects was established since the last meeting of the
Board.
The newest projects are in Texas and Kentucky. Added to
our Texas projects are Temple, Abilene-Taylor County and
Taylor-Williamson County. In Kentucky, Bowling Green offers
a different version of the national Back-To-School model.
The Bowling Green project gives minority youth between the
ages of sixteen and twenty-one pre-employment counseling,
career planning, and limited work experience.
Mrs. Gwen
Downs, President of the Bowling Green Warren County Chapter,
N.A.A.C.P. states that the branch concentrates upon dropout
youth.
This makes their program remedial rather than
preventive.
The program does include the
educational
improvement of
its '
participants and
encourages
the
development of leadership skills and a hands-on working
experience.
Preliminary planning with the professional team of Dr .
Terry Clark and Mr. Earl P. Thomas began in January and
actual involvement began on March 7 with their visit to
national headqua~ters. 'rll_ey are training our staff in_
the
indepth
evaluation
a~d
documentation
of
our
"Back-To-School/Stay- In= School" project so that we may sort
out effective approaches.
We begun to sharpen our data
collection proced_ures .- Our -goal is to have a UJ1iform system
of tracking the program throughout - our seven regions.
To
achieve this, we make phone contacts, site visits, and elicit
information from news
clippings.
The creativity
of
individual projects is exciting. Let me share some of these
with you.
Atlantic Starr, the celebrated black pop group,
demonstrated its ' support for "Back-To-School/Stay-In-School"
by staging a benefit concert in Bridgeport, Connecticut. The
schools included were Harding, Central, Bassick, Dunbar, and
McKinley High Schools. In a twenty song set, complete
with smoke effects and choreography, Atlantic Starr showed
their commitment to education. This event was a novel way to
launch Bridgeport's "Back-To-School/Stay-In-School" project.
The next major event was their "Career Awareness Program"
which was attended by both parents and pupils.
Twenty-five
presenters included lawyers, doctors, dentists, computer
operators, electricians,
teachers, principals,
guidance
counselors, people in public relations, engineers, realtors,
and others.
Program coordinators were the "Stay-In-School"
committee and the career awareness coordinator for the
Bridgeport N.A.A.C.P.'s "Back-To-School" Center .
A grant
from the Business Industry Council of Jobs for Connecticut
Youth helped to finance the career awareness program.

The White Rock N.A.A.C.P. in Carrollton, Texas, has an
after-school program. Each Wednesday, Black History lessons
are given to increase the students ' knowledge and to improve
their self-image.
This "Back-To-School " endeavor added a
motivational thrust to keep the students interested in
attending the center and their respective schools. With the
students ' input, a youth choir has been set up.
In this
presidential election year, students decided to start a voter
education group.
In Hannibal, Missouri, the local project receives truant
student referrals from the school authorities.
The
N.A.A.C.P. "Back-To-School/Stay-In-School" program serves as
a community intervention program for truant students.
The dropout rate among minority students from April,
1987 to February, 1988 shows an appreciable reduction.
The
Hannibal Branch attributes its success to its responsive
volunteer tutors.
These tutors include college students,
retired teachers, N.A.A.C . P. youth council and adult members.
N.A.A.C.P. Williamsbridge Branch in the Brenx, New York
began their project in John _ Philip Sousa, J.H.S.
The
-principal~ Dr.
H. W. Brindle and - the faculty are most
supportive.
The program includes after-school tuturing, special clubs and personalized follow-up. The Williamsbridge
Branc~ conducted a community outreach to community
officials _
and organizations to ascertain the needs of the community and
set appropriate goals for the "Back-To-School/Stay-In-School"
project.
The group held a fundraiser and recognition
activity for students and parents on Sunday, May 15, 1988 at
the Williamsbridge N.A.A.C.P. Center.
The Metro St. Louis "Back-To-School/Stay-In-School"
project included homework assistance via the
telephone
hot-line program.
Assisting tutors with the homework hot
lines were some of the members of St. Louis Top Teens; Teens
taking calls, wrote down the question, name, and telephone
number of the caller,
and gave the question to
the
appropriate tutor. Armed with the correct answer, the teen
relayed the answer to the student. The teen explained each
process involved in arriving at the answer.
St. Louis Branch N.A.A.C.P. proudly boasts that 100% of
its' targeted pupils, not only stayed in school, but improved
their grades by 10, 20, or 30 percent.
An eleventh grade
chemistry student and tenth grade English student raised
their F grades to B after tutoring.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Fred Rashe ed , our Economic Development Director. reports that
the major activity of the Economic Development [Fai r Share ]
Program was to enhance our ability to monitor and implement
the forty three (43) Fair Share Agreements which have bee n
signed to date.
Additionally. the NAACP Small Business Incubator Proiect
in Hartford. Connecticut continues to be a priority for the
Economic Development Program staff.
FAIR SHARE AGREEMENTS
During the first quarter. there was one Fair Share
Agreement signed with the Kansas City Chief s Footba l l Club
:i.n Kansas City.
Additi onal 1 y, meetings have b ee n h eld with.
and draft aqreements submitted to Virqin i a Power Company .
First Commercial Bank of Lit t le Rock, Warner Communi ca t i ons.
Inc .. CBS Records. MCA Records, and Bertlesman Mu sic Group
CRCAl.
Rasheed indicates that follow-up meetings will be
scheduled with these companies over the next several months .
that we will consummate Fair Share
. It is anticipated
Agreements with at least three of the compani e s by the e nd of
the year.
FAIR SHARE MONITORING
The Department ' s efforts focused
Share issues:

on the followi n a Fair

Monitorina Development
-Development of monitoring guidelines for committee
members.
-Expanded branch/local monitoring of agreements.
-Increasing communications with signatory companies.
-Development and improvement of moni toring report s .
- Reassignment of monitoring committees
(company & NAACP>.
-Schedulinq of monitoring meetings for the balanc e
of 1988.

Program Promotion
The Department developed an informational brochure
entitled, "Beyond Corporate Responsibility" in conjunction
with Pacific Bell.
This brochure which was designed to
encourage corporate participation by non-Fair Share companies
was introduced at the 1st Annual Awards Luncheon in April.
In May, the Department started the development of
"Window of Opportunity", an informational brochure designed
to increase awareness and participation of Operation Fair
Share on the part of Black businesses.
This effort is
intended to help expand the network between Fair Share
procurement offices and Black firms.
The New Jersey Sports & Exposition Authority is
conducting a study to identify ways to increase racetrack
attendance by promoting in the Black and Hispanic markets.
The advertising agency of record for the Authority will then
develop a comprehensive advertising plan for Black and
Hispanic media.
As a result of discussions at our review meeting, summer
jobs were made available to Black college students at
Monmouth
Racetrack.
This
was
an
unprescedented
accomplishment since in the past these jobs were made
available to White students with influential parents.
Opportunities are expected to become available for Blac k
contractors as the new aquarium project in Camden, N.J.
progresses.
Supermarkets General Corporation (May 27, 1988)
Director Rasheed reports that the challenge for the
Economic Development Department with Supermarkets General was
to maintain a firm posture with the agreement in spite of
substantial restructuring of the company as a result of a
recent leveraged buyout.
Rasheed pointed out that we were
pleased with the appointment of a new Black Vice President.
There are, however, problems with the company.
Reported
shortcomings are in many areas of the agreement such as
banking, professional services, and advertising, SGC agreed
to new employment goals thru 1989 which included 2 additional
appointments in senior management.
A follow-up meeting is
planned for September of this year.

WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS
During this report period Economic Developmen t Proqram
staff conducted Economic Development/Fair Share Workshops as
follows:
March 12th

Region VII Annual Leadership
Conference
Virginia Beach. Virginia

March 25th & 26th

Region V Annual Leadership
Conference
Charlotte. North Carolina

April 9th

Region II Annual Leade rsh ip
Conference
Morristown. New Jersey

May 14th

Illinois State Conference Board
Meetincr
Alton. Illinois

May 21st

Midland NAACP Branch and Midland
Black Chamber of Entrepreneurs
Midland. Texas

SPECIAL PROJECTS AND EVENTS
On April 15th. the Economic Development Proqram held its
first Annual Fair Share Awards Luncheon at the Jacob K.
Javits Convention Center in New York City.
Awards were presented to Five Fair Share Signatory
Companies who have lived up to the goals. and spirit and the
intent of NAACP Fair Share Agreements.
Awards were also
presented to two companies who have not siqned Fair Share
Agreements, but whose record and minority pr ograms reflect
the overall i ntent and spirit of the Fair Share prin ci ples.
The following companies received awards:
Arkansas Power & Light
Little Rock. Arkansas
Georgia Power
Atlanta. Georgia
Edison Electric Institute
Washington. D.C.

Pacific Tel esis
San Francisco, California
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Company
Louisville. Kentucky
Avon Corporation
New Yq rk. New York
Equitable Financial Services. Inc.
New -York. New York
SMALL BUSINESS INCUBATOR PROJECT
The NAACP Economic Development Corporation <NEDCO ).
headed up by staff member Randall Brock. is pa rticipa ti nq
dir e ctlv in the complex process of economi c d e v elopme nt
thr ough the creation of a small business incubat o r pro ject i n
Hartford. Connecticut.
Since January of 1987 NEDCO has sought the acquisition
of 3 .0 acres of land in Ha rtford ' s North Meadows.
Site
c on tro l of the city owned parcel was gained in April of 1988.
and last 12 months has been spent developing construction
plans. a marketing survey and financial proposal s f o r t he
construction of a 42.000 square foot facility.
The land
cannot be acquired until the total financial packaqe is
completed.
During the period of February to June of 1988. the staff
has resolved several ma j or issues and moved the project t o
the point where it anticipates approval b y t he proposed first
mortgage ·lender by the end of July.
Specific achievements
include:
- reaching a consensus with city officials and
potential lenders on building design issues
-development of building plans and specifications
and the obtainment of construction bids
- identified additi o nal pros pect i ve minority tenants
with the potential to lease upwards to 22.000 squa r e
feet
-deve l op a network of s e rvice provide rs for te na nt s
of the business incuba tor.
If all goes well. construction s h ould begin by Se ptembe r
o f 1988 and should be completed by September 1 9 89.

LABOR DEPARTMENT
Quarterly Report

By Joann Riggs
Labor Director Joann Riggs reports that during this
quarter the Labor Department has continued to implement its
goals set in January of 1988, directed at improving programs
and activities that would assist our branches and other members
of
our
constituency .
These activities were combating
employment
discrimination,
assisting
minority
youth in
developing job readiness skills, strenthening the branch Labor
and Industry Committee structure and obtaining increased support
of the trade union movement where appropriate.
Combating Employment Discrimination
Nationwide, the constituency of the Association continued
to seek the assistance of the National Office and our local
branches when they have experienced employment discrimination.
In an effort to meet this challenge, the Labor Department
efforts were directed at strengthening the Labor and Industry
Committee structure of the local branches in order that they
could better provide assistance to these complainants. In late
February, 1988 the Department sent a mailing to all branches
asking them to appoint a Labor and Industry chairperson if one
was not already in place .
The letter also informed the
branches of various labor and industry materials that were
available upon request.
As a result of this mailing, the
Department was able to surpass its goal set for 1988 for
increasing the number of such committees. The number increased
from 120 committees to 275. Each branch which responded to the
letter received a copy of the Department's newsletter The Labor
Department Voice.
Included in this publicaion was helpful
information on how to provide assistance to a person with an
employment discrimination complaint.
The Department also held special Labor and Industry
training sessions at Region II and V conferences directed at
training branches how to provide assistance to persons with
employment dis.rimination problems. Special cluster Labor and
Industry seminars were held in Waco, Texas for that states
executive board, and in Denver, Colorado for that area ' s NAACP
members.
At each afore mentioned training session area
officials from the Off ice of Federal Contract Compliance and
the
Equal
Employment
Opportunity
commission provided
instructions on the respective procedure for filing complaints
with their agency.
The Director continued to review each query concerning
employment discrimination referred to the Department. Ea ch
complainant received advice as to which procedure to follow in
resolving their respective case. Those cases ripe for class
action litigation were referred to the Legal Department for
consideration.

LABOR DEPARTMENT
Quarterly Report
Page 2
This quarter the Department received a number of inquires
from black construction contractors who contend that they were
not being awarded contracts on state construction projects
financed by the federal government. The initial complaints
came from the Illinois, Utah and Iowa NAACP State Conferences.
The Labor Director sought technical assistance from the United
States
Department
of
Transportations,
Federal
Highway
Administration as to how to best address this issue . Director
Riggs along with the Legal Deparment arranged for the Federal
Highway Administration to provide direct technical assistance
to these state conferences upon request.
For the first time in over thirteen years the NAACP Labor
Department held hearings in selected _cities where the regional
director had received a large number ·· of complaints from
minority employees who contended to have experienced employment
discrimination problems with one employer.
These St. Louis Missouri and Denver Colorado hearings were
coordinated with NAACP Region IV Director Ina Boon. The first
hearing held in St. Louis was for employees of the U.S. Army
Reserve Personnel Center. Over s~venty-five employees told the
Regional Director, National Labor Director and area Attorney
Al if
Williams
of
countless
instances
of
employment
discrimination in the area of promotion, unfair dismissal and
performance evaluation.
This hearing also served as a forum to develop strategy
for resolving many of the issues raised by the employees.
In
addition to encouraging participants to write their respective
Missouri congresspersons to request an investigation into the
employment practices of the Reserve Center, training sessions
on investigating and recognizing employment discrimination
complaints and forming coalitions with other groups such as the
area local unions were also planned.
The second hearing was held on June 11, in Denver,
Colorado where over forty Denver Public School System employees
testified before the Labor Director, Region III Director, Equal
Employment Opportunity area Director, Francisco Flores, Senior
Staff Member Gloria Underwood, and area Attorney Wylie Daniels
regarding
the rise in employment discrimination.
These
employees along with Colorado State Congresswoman Wilma J. Webb
requested that the NAACP provide them with assistance.
Employment Activities
The Department also sought this quarter to increase its
Job Readiness Activities . The Department ' s
trainer
materials were used by more youth advisors than when the
program was first developed in 1986.
For example Shirley
Johnson directed a workshop at -the Region V Conference for that
area's youth in attendance;- Torenda Thompson conducted a Job
Readiness Clinic in Caroline County.
Director Riggs also
conducted Job Readiness Clinics at the Region II Training
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Conference.
She also conducted a special Job Readiness Clinic
at the Texas State Conference Executive Board meeting last May .
As a means to improve the teaching method of the Job
Readiness Clinics, the Department has recently purchased a
v·ideo tape entitled, "Interviews, Careers and the Jitterbug
Blues," which is available upon request to youth advisors who
conduct Job Readiness Clinics. New materials were developed
for use with college age youth.
Director Riggs continued to work with the Maryland State
Prison
Industry Committee for the purpose of developing
meaningful employment activities for those inmates in the
Maryland Penal Facilities.
Trade Union Participation
In an effort to reach the Department ' s goals set for
increased trade union support to the NAACP, the Director
continued to encourage the NAACP Labor Ad Hoc Committee to
increase that group~ fund raising efforts for the Association .
The Labor Director contacted unions that had not previously
belonged to the committee and urged their participation.
Affirmative Action
The Director also participated in a Bureau of National
. Affairs whereby selected individuals ev.alua.tecl the Affirmative
Action Personnel Policies of certain American Employers.

NEW JERSEY URBAN PROGRAM
New Jersey Urban Program Director, Harding Dunlop,
reports that his off ice continued to provide guidance and
technical support to the units of the Association in New
Jersey during the first six (6) months~
Branch Relations
The Urban Program Director was designated to administer
the affairs of the New Jersey State Conference of Branches as
a result of a challenge to the 1987 State Conference
election.
The Urban Program Off ice mailed financial statements to
the Associations's 37 units around the state informing them
of their financial standing with the State
Conference
accompanied with an appeal to bring their accounts up to
date.
As a result of this appeal, the majority of the
branches responded paying in full their 1988 and prior
assessments to the State Conference. - This in turn enabled
the Urban Program Office to discharge many of the financial
obligations of the State Conferen~e without
initiating
special fundraising p~oject~.
-Additionally, the Urban Program Office planned -the first
quarterly meeting of the New Jersey State
Conference.
Delegates from 32 of the state's branches attended and
participated in worKshops specifically designed to address pressing problems in New Jersey.
The conference served as a catalyst to kick-off a
state-wide voter registration/education campaign and at the
same time
generated
sufficient revenue
to
discharge
additional State Conference financial obligations.
Despite the additional responsibilities resulting from
administering the affairs of the State Conference, the Urban
Program Director was able to individually visit, many of the
branches around the state.
Additionally,
the
Urban
Program
Director
was
integrally involved in the planning and execution of the 42nd
Regional Leadership Conference held April 8, 9, and 10 in
Morristown, New Jersey.
Economic Development
As a result of meetings initiated by the Urban Program
Office over two years ago, a landmark Fair Share Agreement
was signed with the New Jersey Sports and
Exposition

Authority <Meadowland) in September of 1987 , the first such
agreement signed with a major sports and entertainment
facility in the nation.
The six-month review of the
agreement has revealed substantial and measurable gains in
the dollar amount of business done between the Meadowland and
the black business community.
The Urban
Program Director
continues to
provide
leadership to the NAACP review teams whose task it is to
monitor the progress of other NAACP Fair Share Agreements
around the Garden State.
Agreements with Supermarkets
General, Atlantic Electric and South Jersey Gas have all
produced significant gains for black New Jerseyans, both in
terms of employment and business opportunities.

ARMED SERVI CES AND VETERANS AFFAIRS
Julius E. Williams, Director of our Department of Armed
Services and Vete rans Af fa irs ,
r eports t hat he has bee n
deluged with requests for an assessment of the position or
status of blacks and other min oritie s in the mili tary as
compared to where they were 40 years a go .
President Harry S. Truman issued Executive Order 99 81
almost 40 years ago. That order established the Committee on
Equality of Treatment and Opportunity in the Armed Services,
and led to the ending of the " policy" of segregation and
discrimination of the Black American in the military forces.
It was one of the first federa l actions against segregation,
corning six years before the 1954 school
desegregation
decision.
Director Williams reports that during the period covered
by this report, there have been an increasing number - of
complaints associated with purely personnel and manpower
needs, such as, promotion passovers, involuntary retirement,
bar to re - enlistment, and reassignment.
Boards are established to review each case, especially
those with 5 or more years of active du_ty. Only the "best"
i.e . , physical & mentally fit, and those whose reco~ds show
potential or needed skills are being retained-:
The system is not infallible. Representative - examples
include ; a Dlack senior N.C.O. with 17 1/2 years of active
duty called.
He said, "I was just informed by the First
Sergeant that I had 3 weeks to make preparation to 'clear
post.'
Paperwork had just come back from headquarters
recommending a bar to my re-enlistment.
I am to discharge
upon completion of my current enlistment contract - my E.I.S.
is 15 April 1988.
I found that my request for re-enlistment
had not left the company.
I need just 2 years to complete in
order to retire.
I have had nothing but the best performance
evaluation reports prior to the present company commander who
came on board just 5 months ago.
He has been heard to say
that he was going to make some changes.
'There are too many
blacks here. ' "
In a case
brought to the Department ' s
attention
involving a black, female soldier stationed at Fort Dix, NJ,
we found both race and sex were factors in her complaint.
Because she filed charges against her immediate male, white
supervisor (civilian) and her commanding officer for sexual
harassment, she was ordered to report to a military hospital
where she was placed in a psychiatric ward.

LEGAL DEPARTMENT

Grover Hankins, the Association ' s Ge n era l Counsel , repor ts
that the Legal Department has been channeling its activities
and energies, specifically, toward e mployment discrimination ,
equal education, voting rights, fa ir housing, suits involving
the Association, criminal law and police brutality, and
reported cases of racial violence. This is a brief review of
some of the c ases now being handled by t he Ass ociation ' s Legal
Department:
UPDATE ON CASES
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION
Lawton Freezer, et al and Samuel Cox, et al
vs .
Consolidated Rail Corporation, and the United Transportation
Union. This consolidat e d action was brought by the individual
plaintiffs and the NAACP pursuant to 42 U.S. C . 200 e t
seq,
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 AS AMENDED and 4 2
U.S. C. 1981 of the Civil Rights ~ct of 1866 seeking in junc~ive
and other relief against discrimination.
Oral arguments in t his matter were heard by the United
States Court of Appeal for the District of Columbia Circuit on
April 28, 1988. A decision is pending .
NAACP vs. DPOA
This case was tried by Torn Atkins during the months - of
May, June and _ part of July 1986. The Court found that the
layoff of Black Officers hired -under the Affirmative Action
Program was improper.
Intervenors have appealed. Application
for attorney fees have been submitted and granted. Defendants
and intervenors appeal .
NAACP vs. TWA
The NAACP obtained an injunction against TWA discharging
all its remaining Black skycaps in twelve cities, nationwide,
until such time as EEOC makes a determination as to whether or
not there is probable cause .
NAACP has been dismissed as
party, but skycaps still want our representation.
NAACP Corpus Christi Branch vs. U.S. Army Depot
This proposed litigation is a Title VII suit to achieve
the employment of blacks in civilian positions at all levels
at the military
installation in numbers which
roughly
approximate the percentage of blacks in the general population
of the Corpus Christi area. Many of the supervisory positions
at the depot are held by Hispanics who are alleged to have
engaged in a pattern
and practice of hiring and promoting
Hispanics who are less qualified than black applicants.

We are awaiti ng the end of the U. S. Army ' s administrative
process and if the res u lts a re unfavorable, the v i cti ms will
requ est r i ght to sue not i ces and then we will p r oceed with
lit i g a tion .
Subu rba n Employment Lit igation
Cu r r e n tly the Nationa l Of fi ce is wor ki ng wi t h outsid e
counsel t o in i tiate employme n t litigat i on again s t towns a nd
munc i pa li t ie s i n Conn ect icut, Ne w Jersey , and Michi gan .
De nnis A. Mo o re v. Cit y of Des Mo ines , I owa
This is an employment dis c riminat i on consent d e cree
enfo r c e me nt cas e .
Th i s c ase i s curre ntl y in a mo ni t oring
s t age t o d etermine whe ther t h e c i t y is making a g ood f aith
eff ort to achieve the g oal of employing blac ks in all un iform
ranks within the ci ty' s f ire depar t me nt in numbe rs whi c h
roughly approximat e t h e perce ntage of blac k s in the Des Moi n e s
g e ne ral po pulati on.
NAACP Meridian Branch v s. Mis sissipp i Power Company
Thi s propos ed l i tigation will be a Ti tle VII suit
challenging Mis s issippi
Power ' s
unlawfu-1
discrimination
against blacks
in
hiri ng,
Eromotion,
discha ~ge,
job
classification and job assignment.
The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission has made a probable cause finding of
secretarial positions
at
Mississippi
Power's
Gulfport
Employment Center.
The Commis s ion made n o determination
regarding allegations
of
discrimination
in
promotion, _
discharge,
job classification or job assignment at
the
Gulfport Employment Center. None of the charging parties has
received "right
to
sue "
notices.
Further
·factual
investigations are continuing pending receipt of notices of
right to sue .
Rupert Vaughn vs. U.S. Department of State
This is an employment discrimination investigation.
The
charge of discrimination is by a former foreign service
officer who alleges that the U.S. Department engages in
systematic discrimination against blacks in virtually every
aspect of the foreign service personnel system, including the
selection, evaluation, assignment, and termination of black
officers . The charge of discrimination is currently pending
before the State Department ' s Equal Employment Office.

U. S. vs. Texas
On April 1 2 , 1988, attorneys for the plaintiffs and
defendants me t t o dis c uss terms upon which this lawsuit could
be settled.
Based upon these negotiations, a proposed

settlement was reached for appr oval by the defendant, Texas
Board of Education, whic h was meet ing as a full board duri ng
the month of Apr i l.
The terms of the pr o posed settlement provided that
students would be able to take professional education courses
regardless of whether they had passed the P- PST, through the
end of the sp ring semester of 1989; these students would not
receive a teaching c ertificate until they passed either the
P-PST or the new Rising Junior test; these perso ns would be
eligible to receive Provisional Certificates to teach for one
year. However, this provisional certificate is n o t renewable;
plaintiffs counsel would request attorneys fees and cost for
hours spent before the Fifth Circuit decision overruling the
temporary injunction; that plaintiffs ' counsel would not file
lawsuit challenging the Rising Junior test for at least two
years after its implementation.
The defendant, Texas Board of Education accepted all of
_ the terms of the proposed a gre e ment with the exception of the
payment of cost and fees, which totaled roughtly $150,000.00.
Counsel for both parties are negotiating around the issues of
cost and fees, with settlement likely.
Egual Education
Jacksonville Branch, NAACP vs. Duvall County
Final _ arguments in this case were heard by the court - on
-April 28, 1988.
Associate General Counsel Joyce Knox was in
attendance. A decision is pending.
Berry vs . Benton Harbor
It has been reported
that the court is
actively
considering whether to
undertake an evaluation of
the
implementation of court- order desegregation. Plans for such
an evaluation were discussed in the early part of 1987.
The
plans, however, were dropped without explanation.
Natchez Special Separate Municipal School District
Our motion to intervene in an ongoing action of the
Department of Justice against the Natchez School District was
denied and is currently under appeal. A scheduling order has
been amended to extend discovery in the underlying action, an
additional sixty days .

Ynited States vs. Texas Education Agency
(Lu f k in Indepe ndent School District)
The Lufkin Independent School District by motion of May
2 , 1988, withdrew its Application for Modification of Decree
and Ord er, which had
sought court approval to
modify
eleme n tary school attendan ce zones and to al l ow const ruc tion
of additional elementary classrooms.
The hearing on the
modifica tion request has been scheduled for July 6, 1988.
Voting Rights
Warr en vs. Cit y of Tampa
Foll owing a scheduled fairness hearing, the court ordered
plaintiffs to file an affidavit of their expert regarding his
opinion as to vote dilution and racial block voti ng under the
d efendants mixed electoral scheme. The cour t furt h er ordered
plaintiffs to respond, in a brief, to o bjec tions rais e d at the
fairness hearing to the provisions of the proposed settlement
in this case. The expert's affidavi t has been fil ed and t h e
brief is being pre pared for filing during the third week in
June .
NAACP Vs. City of Dover·? De laware

Parties have agreed
to settlement. The
settlement
agreement has been signed by the court. _ The remedy is an
excellent one, and the issu~ of attorney fees and costs will
be decided by the court .
Our fee petition was due June 1,
1988.
NAACP vs City of Spartanburg, South Carolina
This case has been settled. The parties have executed a
consent decree and the court has approved same . The remedy is
an excellent one, it provides for black electable districts
and three white
majority districts .
Blacks
comprise
approximately forty-one percent of city population. The issue
of attorney fees and costs will be decided by the court.
Our
fee application was due June 1, 198_8.
NAACP vs. City of Tulsa, Oklahoma
This case is in the discovery process. Plaintiffs have
answered interrogatories and filed a Motion to Produce.
Morgan Kousser was recently approved as our expert historian
and statistician. The City Chamber of Commerce and League of
Women Voters recently publicly advocated a change in the form
of government.
The Chamber of Commerce has declared its
intent to seek a referendum on such a change this summer.
With the Chamber's advocacy, such a referendum is likely to

pass, though it has failed to
change referendums.

pass in four previous

charter

NAACP vs. City of Florence, S.C.
This is a proposed voting rights a ction.
The goal of
this litigation will be the abolishment of three existent
at-large positions on the Florence City Counc il and the
establ ishment of a total of six single-member districts .
The
demographics of Florence are such that three of the proposed
six districts wi ll
have a
ma jor ity black voting
age
population . At the present, the City of F lorence has a mixed
system:
three single member di st ricts and three at-large
positions .
Blacks currently are elected fr om two of three
single-member districts. Whites have always been elected from
the three-at-large
positi on s
and
one
of
the
three
single-member districts.
McNeil, et al vs. City of Springfield, Illinois
McNeil and other local black politicians sued the City of
Springfield, asking for single-member districts instead of the
at-large elections which have p~ecluded their election.
At
one time, the city agreed to change voluntarily, but switched
back after a challenging newspaper article. We were asked to
become a party and have participated in the discovery.
The
judge ordered the issue on the November ballot and it was
defeated by a very small margin.
The court had ordered the
evidence to be presented starting December 11, 1986 .
Trial
completed, judgment (or the plaintiffs. Defendant appealed.
NAACP, et al vs. Richland County, South Carolina
This is a lawsuit under Section 2 of the Voting Rights
Act which challenges Richland County ' s at-large election
system.
The goal of this litigation is to achieve an
eleven-member council with all members elected from single
member districts.
The trial has been set for July 25th and
the outcome of the case will affect the November 8th scheduled
general election .
NAACP Branch
Rights)

vs.

Town

of

Saluda,

South

Carolina

<Voting

This case has not proceeded beyond the investigatory
stage as we await critical data, evidence and named plaintiffs
to proceed.
A productive meeting with town officials was
conducted and these officials concede that they will not
contest a challenge to their at-large system. Jerry Wilson,
Esquire, reviewed a proposed single-member district plan and
advised that the plan was valid and could be the basis of a
consent decree.
NAACP Branch vs. Gaffray, South Carolina (Voting Rights)
This

case

has

been

investigated

and

steps

are

now

underway for it to be filed.
The jurisdiction maintains an
at-large system.
As a result of a recent primary election,
candidates more amenable to a change in the electoral system

will be in a position to influence the outcome of this case in
a positive direction.
Roberts vs. Wamser
This matter is o n appeal.
Plaintiff Robert s ,
an
unsuc ce ssful black candidate for a ci ty -wide off ice in St.
Loui s , was represented by NAACP counsel and others below . The
lawsuit succe ssfully challenged, under Section 2 of the Voting
Rights Act, defendants blanket failure manually to review
ballots cast but not counted in a March , 1987 primary
election.
It was established at the trial t ha t blacks '
ballots,
to
statistically
significant
extent ,
were
disproportionately rejected and remained unc o unted in the
subject election when compared to whites ' ballots cast in that
election. The District Court concluded that black voters did
not have an equal opportunity to participate in the electoral
process in St. Louis; thus the court ordered the required
relief. The defendants appealed to the U.S . Court of Appeals
for the Eigh t h Ci rcuit. On appeal, Mr. Roberts wa s chiefly
repres ented by Mi c hael Middleton, Esquire and, with the
assistance of NAACP counsel and others, Appellee ' s Brief was
prepared and timely filed on June 1, 1988. A de c ision in this
matter is pending.
Wilcox County, Rochell Branch NAACP vs. Wilcox County , Georgia
During the 1988 session of the Georgia General Assembly,
legislation was introduced and re-enacted as H.B. 1672, which
related to redistricting of the Wilcox County Board _ of
- commission~
Unfortunately, provisions of thi~ bill - conflicts
with the court order of September 1, in the above referral
case.
Specifically, the new legislation conflicted with the
schedule of special elections which were held in 1987.
The
legislation provided for implementation of the new district at
the 1988 general elections.
The bill was the result of an
inadvertent mistake when a representative of the Wilcox County
district attempted to make Georgia Statutory law consistent
with the courts civil order .
The legislative counsel for the Georgia legislature,
fully concedes that the controlling law in the situation is
the court order and not the flawed legislation.
Accordingly, legislative counsel has written the U.S.
Trustee Department requesting them to withhold approval of
H.B . 1672, in the event that it is subitted.
Further, by agreement of the parties and in conference
with Judge D. Fitzpatrick, on June 7th, Motion f or Injunction
was filed with the court, enjoining the defendants from taking
any steps or acting contrary to the July 30 and September 1,

1982 orders of the court in this cause.
Glover vs. City of Laurens
The plaintiffs and the
city ha ve consented to
a
redistricting plan to adopt single-member districts togeth e r
with a schedule of implementing electi ons , for the election of
the mayor and city counc il .
The new plan proposes three majority black seats to be
filed at a special election, to be conducted on the second
Tuesday of the mon th immediately following preclearance by the
Attorney General. The majority shall be voted o n and elected
at-large, and the remaining three council seats shall be
elected according to the present staggered terms.
Criminal
The Investigation of the Police Killing of Alf red Sanders
An NAACP report was fil ed with the Governor of New York
and the U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of New York
providing the factual and legal basis for our request that a
special prosecutor
be
appointed to
determine
whether
indictments should be pursued in the wake of the killing of
Alfred Sanders, q black man, by white New York police
officers.
Mr. Sanders, an emotionally disturbed man, was
killed in a hail of eleven bullets fired by these officers at
close range, though less life threatening alternatives were
available to the officer~.
Civil Matters
Lenel Geter vs. Fortenberry, et al.
This is a section 1982 case filed by Geter against
various individuals and municipalities for violations of
Geter ' s civil rights.
The court has ruled that some parties
are immune from suit, while others are not. The parties who
were found not to be immune, have appealed.
Discovery has
been stayed pending disposition of the appeal.
Stewart vs. Kostick (Police Brutality)
Depositions in this civil case continue on a three (3)
per week basis.
There is a critical need for technical
research, which Assistant General Counsel, Ed Hailes, Jr . has
begun, to be completed and an exhaustive memorandum detailing
the findings and conclusions be prepared.
The research
centers on qualified immunity questions, "good faith" defenses
available to
police
officers and
liability
questions
concerning statements and decisions made by a chief medical
examiner.

Keven Nesmith vs. Major General James A. Grimsley, Jr. , et al
This is a civil rights ac tion under 42 U.S.C. Sections 1981,
1983 and 1985 to recover money damages for a racially
motivated hazing incident at the Citadel, Military College of
South Carolina.
The magistra te has recommended that the court grant the
Citadel defendants ' motion for summary judgment on the issue
of qualified
immunity.
We have
objected
to
this
recommendation.
The magistrate also recomme nded that the
court deny the student defendants ' motion to dismiss the
pendent state law claims.
The defendants have objected to
this recommendation.
In addition, the student defendants have
requested that the court stay proceedings in this case until
the U.S. Supreme Court decides whether or not to overrule
Runyon vs. Mccrary. The District Court will hear arguments on
all of these motions later this summer.
Assigned

Attorney:

Charles
Counsel.

Carter,

Association

General

Miscellaneous and Suits Against Association
Ohio Contractor Association vs. Kemp
Ohio Supreme Court declared Ohio Minority Set Aside Law
unconstitutional, Sixth Circuit reversed.
Contractors have
request~d a rehearing.
- The NAACP filed an amicus brief _ in
this matter_.
Commonwealth
Pennsylvania

of

Pennsylvania

vs.

COSA,

Supreme

Court

of

The NAACP filed an amicus brief in support of the
Appellant, COSA, challenging the use of peremptory challenges
to eliminate blacks from juries.
Assigned Attorney: Charles Carter
Cooperating Attorney: Joshua D. Locke
John E. Speed vs. NAACP
In 1975 in Florence, South Carolina, as a result of
police shooting of a young black man, a mass rally was held,
and conducted by the Local Branch, and our then Field
Director, Ike Williams.
During the course of the rally, the
plaintiff was injured by certain unknown blacks. He sued the
Branch President, Ike Williams, personally and also as Field
Director of the NAACP, and the National Office.
The court
found in our favor.
Mr. Speed's executor (he has since
committed suicide) has appealed to the South Carolina Supreme
Court. No liability.

Assigned Attorney:

Charles Carter

John Jak iel la , et al vs . Henderson, et al .
The Branch President of the Braddock, Pennsylvania Branch
accused the Local City Council of racist attitudes.
Five
whit e council members sued the President, Branch, National
Of f ice and Pittsburgh Courier
for Three Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($300,000.00) for libel and slander. Answer and Reply
filed. Discovery has begun.
Hill vs. City of Tulsa, Oklahoma Cl98 2)
A black policeman sued the City of Tulsa along with
NAACP 's former President for conspiring to get him fired.
case has n o merit, but the NAACP will have to d e f end it .

the
The

Warren Parke r vs. NAACP
Former salesman of advertisement space in The Crisis
magazine whose contract was not renewed, sued for $80,000 .00 .
Motion for summary judgment by parties. Argued on March 24,
1987.
Default judgment wrongfully granted to Plaintiff,
motion to vacate sustained.
Architectural Design Environment, Inc ., -v s . NAACP
Architect sues for his alleged services for work he is
supposed to have done on our new -headquarters in Baltimore .
The prayer is for $44,550.00 in actual - and $150,000.00 in
punitive damages. Our records show that he did not work for
us and, in fact, did not ever show up for appointments to go
to view the premises.
If he is entitled to compensation, it
would be from Livel Construction Company, our contractor who
contacted him initially and who is also a defendant.
Randallstown Board of Education, et al, vs . James
et al.

Pennington,

According to newspaper reports, this litigation has been
in the Maryland State Court against Colonel Pennington and the
NAACP for libel and slander for statements made by Pennington
against certain officials
and faculty members of
this
Baltimore County School Board.
Our insurance carrier is
defending this litigation. Def inite possibility of liability .
Vidalia Libel Case
Plaintiff in the Vidalia Libel
trial court dismissal of the National
the ground that the National Off ice
local branch to libel plaintiff.
decision is pending.

case has appealed the
NAACP from the case on
did not authorize the
The Court of Appeals

Articl e X Hearings
Pursua nt t o t he pertinent provisi ons of
t he
NAACP
Constitution and By-Laws f o r Branches, The Co rporate Counsel
has investigated and / or served as c ounsel for the NAACP
National Board in the following matters:
Wilmington Branch
The Branch discovered missing funds in t he approximate
amount of $10,000.00.
An Article X c omplaint was filed
against the Treasurer, who has resigned and made assurances of
restitution and a separate complaint has been filed against
the Executive Officers of the Branch by State Conference
officials.
The Executive Officers of the Branch are under
strict orders from the National Off ice in regard to present
handling of available and incoming funds.
Brooklyn Branch
Shellman Johnson, the former Chairman of the Labor and
Industry Committee of the Branch is the subject of this
Article X complaint.
Mr. Johnson defied the
specific
directives of Mr. William Penn, Director of Branches and Field
Services and Mr. Grover G. Hankins, Gener~l Counsel.
He
created and maintains a Labor and Industry Committee without
the authority or sanction of the Branch, which duly appointed
and confirmed a different chairperson of this committee.

DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
William Pollard, our Deputy Ex_ecutive Directo r reports
that during the report period significant progress was made
in the Program Department.
Mr. Pollard points out that each
department director is committed to a program of ''Management
by Objectives" which is to cover their department act ivi ties
for the calendar
year, but are not limited to those
activities initially set-forth.
Program activities may be expanded or reduced by orders
of the Executive Director.
All Program Directors were in attendance at the annual
meeting of the
NAACP and the committee meetings that
preceeded the annual meeting.
They also attended the special meeting called bv the
Executive Director for staff and all directors.
The month of March found most of the program directo rs
attending the meetings of the Regional Conferences. There.
the Program Directors engaged in presentations concerning the
key issues their departments felt useful for these traininq
sessions after consultation with the Regional Directors and
the Director of Branches and Field Services.
Each Program Director continues to make available to
branches, state presidents and regional directors monthlv
newsletters containing items of interest including traininq
data and announcements.
Branches and state conferences are now requesting
program directors to do "one day" training sessio ns in
specific areas of concern and interest.
This new format has involved every director. Branc h and
state leadership have found this technique to be desirous by
their constituency.
For example Director John Johnson has been requested to
do a
number of training sessions
relating to "Voter
Registration and Voter Education." Director Joann C. Riags'
"Job Readiness" Program was found to be very popular and
demands for it inspiring. The same is true for The Back-toSchool/Stay-in-School Program.
Director Beverly Cole · has
assigned Ms. Audrey Fisher-Brown to hold "one day " training
sessions in the Southern States due to their effectiveness.
Director John A. Davis is on the r oad settina up new youth
c hapters. acquiring additional members whi l e keeping thi ngs
humming at the National Office.
Despite the vacancies that
exist in the youth r e gional slots, Mr. Davis is reaching out
to young people to get them involved with the NAACP.
He also
networks with the Act-So Program.

Director Rasheed has held several seminars addressing
the ways and means of becoming an entrepreneur thru the
"Francise" route. These seminars were successful.
Mr. Rasheed's department continues to seek "Fair Share"
agreements with companies that provide a number of valuable
opportunities for Black Workers.
With a recent addition of a person on the Economic
Development Staff, Mr. ·Rasheed is stepping up the monitoring
of the agreements now in place.
Director Michael Lawrence whose activities cover the
governmental sector, has enjoyed a measure of success during
the first two quarters.
He has obtained thirteen Public
Sector Fair Share agreements which include city and state
governments and
one college. Monitoring is not as widespread at this time as
the director would like it to be. Branches and other units
have been stimulated to target and begin negotiating Public
Se c l.ur· Fct .L r· :J l .. , 1
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has blossomed into a program that communities want once they
understand its goal and how they can relate to it. Dr. James
boasts that the program currently has 57 projects.
Mor~ie
Turner, the famous cartoonist, is a contributor to the
Back-to-School I Stay-in-School pr.ogram.

Mr. Pollard further reports that weekly meetings have
been held with all Program Directors whereby they exchange
and share
information
relative
to
their
respective
departments.
They also indicate what is planned for the
coming week.
Sharing this information and the weekly
meetings has created
a closeness
and better
working
relationship among the directors.
Each Program Director has developed relevant materials
for their respective departments within the limits of their
budgets. This had to be planned on a long-term basis instead
of ordering materials on an ad hoc basis.
Having worked with the Program Directors and evaluated
their work under the Management by Objectives program, it was
the opinion of the Deputy Executive Director that the Program
Directors, with all of the limitations they have -- short on
staff, supplies, and travel budget, are doing a good job
and on target with their objectives.
The Deputy Director also represented the Association on
a number of occasions and spoke to a number of groups. Along
with the Labor Director, Mr. Pollard served as a principal
liaison with various labor groups and the Ad Hoc Labor

Committee of· the AFL-CIO.

WASHINGTON BUREAU
Washington Bureau Director, Althea Simmons, reports
that the major emphasis of the Washington Bureau of the NAACP
for the period ending June 1988 was on Fair Housing, the
Civil Rights Restorati9n
Act, Plant Closing,
Judicial
Nominations, Welfare. Reform, Minimum Health Care· Benefits,
the Death Penalty, "Smart Start", Hate-Crime Statistics,
Codification of Executive Order 11246 (affirmative action>
·and Universal Voter Registration.
lOTH ANNUAL LEGISLATIVE MOBILIZATION
The 10th Annual
Legislative Mobilization
brought
several hundred persons to the nation's capitol to receive a
briefing on the Association's legislative agenda.
A special
feature of the mobilization was a South .African Round Table
which featured Dr. Golar Butcher, Professor of International
Affairs, Howarrd University, Dr. Damu Smith·~
Executive
Director of the Washington Off ice on Africa and Robert
Brauer, Special Counsel to Representative Ron Dellums.
THE CIVIL RIGHTS RESTORATION ACT
The NAACP won a major victory when the Congress by _a
vote· of 292to 133 in the -House of Representatives and 73 to
24 int he-Senate overrode the President's veto the House vote·
was 8 more than the 2/3 needed for the override.The measures, H.R. 1214 arid S 557 were introduced to
overturn a 1984 decision of the Supreme Court in Grove City
Colleqe ~ Bell.
The decision narrowed the enforcement of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments and
the Age Discrimination Act of 1975. Thirty-two House members
and 8 senators who
voted for the bill the first time
switched their votes to sustain the President's veto.
The NAACP Bureau staff worked its grassroots lobbying
mechanism, OPERATION NETWORK to get an avalanche of mail and
to "jam" the
telephones of
members of the
Congress
preparatory to bill passage.
The strategy used to secure
passage was to have the measure pulled up on the calendar
bypassing the relevant committees for a floor vote.
In
addition a "closed" rule had been gotten from the House Rules
Committee which meant that the only amendment permitted was a
Republican substitute.

Hearin9s were held on H.
R.
158 0 a bill to
prohibit in v estments in, and certain other activities
with respect to, South Africa, before the House Armed
S e r v i c es ; S •J b comm i t tee on . Invest i 9 at i on s .
T he key
issue is whether the U.S. 9overnme nt should 9 ather
information and not coopera t e with the South Afric an
9overnment. The measure was approved on April 2 0t h b y
the House forei9n Affairs tommittee with bipartisan
support.
This represents the first time that a
c o mprehensive
anti-apartheid
sanc t ions
and
disinvestment bill has wound its way throu9h the
committee process to the House Floor. The pro j ection
is that the measure will be called up for a floor vote
just prior to the Democratic National Convention, and
hopefully while the NAACP is in Convention.
The Senate is lettf~9 the House take the lead.
On May 13th Sen~tor Kennedy <D-MA > introduced H. R.
1580,
as
amended by th£ House Foreign Affairs
Committee.
The Kennedy ~easure, S.
2378 has th e
support of Senator Cranston _ <D-CA> who introduced the
original Senate comprehensive sanctions bill
(the
c_omp_ar1i_or1 to- H. R.-1580> .The measure
C<:> nl mi t tee wo •J 1 d :

passed

~y

the House Forei9n Affairs

* bar

most U.S. trade with South Africa arid
requires American firms to withdraw their
investments from South Africa <sanctions
to take place in G months althou9h the
President
could
allow
companies an
additional six months to pull out of
So•Jth Afr i c .3 ;

*

allow continued exports of a3ricultural
commodities to South Africa;

* companies
allow imports into
'wholly
Afric .3 ns 1

the United States from
owned by black South

;

* allow

importants of 1 strate9ic minerals'
from
South
Africa if the President
reports that reliable supplies cannot be
fo•Jr1d;

* bar

two leftist 9uerilla 9roups from
administering a $4 million aid program to
refu9ees,
with the Solomon amendment
preventin9 any of the aid from 9oing to

the ANC;
*.

limit the scope of a provisio n barrin g
the U.S. 1 i cerises for oil companies th~t
to
do business with South
continue
Afric :a;

*.

Modify
a
provision
requiring
the
President to impos~ sanctions a3ainst an y
f ore19n person•
who takes significant
comme rc ial
advanta9e of the U.S. embargo
against South Africa,
i.e. individuals
and companies, not 9overnment s;
1

*.

Delete a $500,000 authorization for a new
State Department Off ice to administer the
sanctions.
<The Committee approved the
cr eation of a position of "Coordinator of
South African Sanctions.)

Intensive
efforts are bein9 made to change
th e
majority of the 152 1 undecides 1 to supporters of the
bill.
At - the time of this report there were 121
co-sponsors . of the bill; 53 supporters and 103 members
we feel will vote a3ainst the measure.

!:f.~J-~.....C.J< I HE - S_TA I_!_$ ·r J..C..~... -~..C._'t
Mrs.
Simmons reports that three hate-crime bill s
have been introduced duri~9 the lOOth Con9~ess - S 702
by Senator Simon
<D-IL>,
The Ha~e-Crime Statistics
Ac t ; S 7 C) 7 b y Se n .3 to r Metz en b a·1J m ( D- 0 H) - to r e q u i r e the
Attorney General to collect dat~ and report annuall y
on hate-crimes; and the Hate-Crimes Statis~ics Act, S
2000 was
introduced by Senator Cranston <D-CA>.
The
Cranston and Simon bills are almost identical.
The
Simon bill would require the Attorney General to
acquire data from calendar year 1986 to 1990 "about
the crimes which manifest ethnic, racial or reli9ious
prejudice ••• :
The Cransion bill provides that the
Attorney General develop a reportin9 system for the
collection of data for
the ~alendar years 1988 and
each of the four
succeedin9 years.
S 2000 would
require the Attorney General to coliect statistics on
criminal acts that manifest prejudice based on race,
reli9ion,
affectional
or
sexual orientation or
ethnicity for the calendar years 1988 throu9h calendar
1992.

H.
R.
3914,
establishin9 a Commission to
investi9ate Racially Motivated Violence was introduced
in
the House of Representatives
in February by
Judiciary Committee Chairman, Peter W. Rodino <D-NJ)

and Ranking Minority member Hamilton Fish <R-N Y> at
the reque s t
of the NAACP.
The Ex ecutive Dire cto r
testified on the measure and an additional d ;v of
he arin9 s
is in the proc ess of b e in9 sc heduled.
It is
anticipated that co mpanion measure will be introdu ced
in the Senate before the Au9ust rece ss.

H. R. 172 0 passed the Senate June 16 b y a 93 to 3
vote.
The measure was opposed by only Senators
Humphrey
(R- NH ) , Helms <R-NC .3 nd Pro :-: mire <D-1.JI) .: ind
is
the most sweepin9 overhaul of welfare
in a
gener .: it ion
althou9h it is not as broad as the
House-p .3 ssed version
<December,
1987).
The bill
provides:
A transitional child care and Medicaid for
participants leaving the welfare rolls to
t .'3~. e jobs;

* entitlements
operate

pro9r~ms

to
states for
them to
trainin9,
education and work
for welfare recipients;

- * ~eefed

up fedeFa~ r~quirements re9ardin9
child
support - p .a yments _ by .3 bsentee
fathers;
-

A mandatory
participation
for
mos~ .3ble-b-odied recipients and adult reeipients
with children over 3 years of age;
A tar9etin9 of education and training for
unwed teen mothers and others who are
likely
to
become
long-term welfare
recipients.
A controversial key provision of the bill is the
•workfare•
provision which was added by the Senate
Minority Leader at the request of the Administration.
The bill now moves to a House-Senate Conference.

The U.S.
House of Representatives a3ain for
fiscal
1989 proposed a "bare bones• bud9et, less than
one-half of the Administration ' s request for the U.S.
Commission on Civil Ri9hts.
The U.S. Senate slightly
increa s ed the bud9et over the House figure.
The House
bill did not include money for programs, e.9. as the
Le9al
Services Corporations,
that have not been
authorized.
·

The Omnibus trade bill passed by bo~M the House
and Senate and vetbed by President Reaga n b eca use of
its
plant closin9 provision will
take on new life
after the July 4th recess.
Speaker of t h e House Jim
Wright announced on June 15 that a new me3sure would
be
introduced without the 6 0 day pla n t
closi ng
notification which derailed the last bill.
The plan t
closin9 provision, reintroduced S 2527 is e x pected to
be voted on the week of June 27.
The House will act
first on H. R. 4848, th e new trade b ill.
Both House s
are e x pected to call the bills to the floor wit ho u t
committee action.

Efforts
to
increase
the minimu re wage ar e
the
accelerating with floor
a c tion projected for
second week of July.
After
we ek s of wrangling - a
Democratic compromise of > Sl.20
i nc rease o v er three
years to $4.55 (40-40-40 plan) it has been reached in the
form of the Rid9e CR-PA> Robinson <D-AR>. The measure
as currently proposed would:
It

the minimum w.: ige · -_to $3.75 -(from
$3.35)
.3 n h o •.J r J :3 n i.J :3 r y 1 , 1 9 8 9 ; _ S 4 • 1 5 - ·
J .;rn •.J a r y
1,
1990; and after Decembet 31 ,
1990 to not less than $4.55 an _ ~our;

r .~ise

It raise

the tip credit to 45% from the
current 40% effective January 1, 1989 and
to 50% effective January 1, 1990;

* raise

the small business test to e xempt
retail or service enterprises grossing
less than $500,000 from the minimum wage
and . overtime provisions of the f .: iir L.:ibor
Standards Act <FLSA>; and

* exempt

mechafiics,
partsmen and salesmen
of
non-manufacturing
establishments
engaged in the selling or servicing of
f .:i r m, 1 awn , t •.Jr f , gar de n e q u i pm e n t , f r om
the provisions of · the Act.

Opponents of H. R. 1834 will offer a substitute
training amendment designed to permanently establish
the
•two-tier•
<subminimum wage) structure that the
NAACP has opposed for years.
The NAACP opposed such
two
tier system because the existing training wage
programs participation has declined over the years
although
the
Department
of
Labor
has relaxed
certification
procedures.
In the 1960 ' s
almost

50 , 000 workers were hired under the learner program.
1n 1987, onl y 150 were em p loyed under this pro 9ram 3nd
no U.S. employers have asked to hire wor k ers u~jer th e
a pprentice program since 1 972 .

The NAACP worked hard on the campai3n financing
i ss ue,
it ran
into log jams on cloture seven time s.
The issue was dramatized by all-ni3ht sessions and the
arrest of Senator Packwood <R-OR> when all Senators
were summoned to the floor for votes.
Supporters of S
2 and campaign financin3 are developin9 strate9ies to
bring the measure to the floor again before the end of
the lOOth Con9ress.

S 2270,
"Smart Start:
The compre h ensive Earl y
Childhood
Education
bill"
introduced by Senator
Kennedy
<D-MA>
features
opportunities
for
c ollaboration
between
local
education
a3encies
<LEA ' s>,
Headstart and other
groups who provid e
childcare to extend early childhood education to any
four year old, regardless of the financial standing of
t he p :u en ts • Th ~ B1J r e au Di r e ct o r test i f. i e d i n s I J p po r t of the -l e g i s l -3 t i on .3 Qd the Leg i s l .3 t iv e Ass i st ant i s
monitoring the legislation;
Systematic - efforls ar~ b~in9 - undertaken- by the
bureau and others to point out the value of the
collaborative approach in order to enhance Headstart
progr -3 ms.
I he
Bur e .3 •J Di r e ct or test i f i e d i n s tJ pp or t of the
Universal Voter Registration Act - H. R.
3950 - which
is
proposed
to
make
voter
registration mor e
accessible.
The measure:
will
make
.3 ccessible;

*

voter

registration

more

will allow citizens to register to vote
by mail,
at 9overnment a3encies and on
election d .3 y.

An additional
measure,
H.
R.
2750, the Voter
Participation Enhancement Act has been introduced by
Representative Levine CD-CA>.
The bill provides that:
~

the Postal Service would have authority
to disclose chan9e of · address information
to
states
for
voter
re9istration

p1Jrposes;
A the
postal
service shall
change
postal
patron ' s
registration when
address chan9e is in the same state:

the
the

A the
postal
service transmit the postal
patron ' s
new address to the appropriate
election a1Jthority;
A inform the postal patron, in writing, of
any effect which the chan3e of address
will
or mi3ht have with respect to the
postal patron ' s voter re3istration status
under the laws of such state.

The

Fair
Ho1Jsin9 Amendments Act of 1988 CH. R.
.'3mended by The Fish-Edw .' 3rds s•.Jb.stit1Jt-e is the
res1Jlts of yeoman hours of negotiations by the Bureau
D .i r e c to r .'3 n d .3 s m·'3 1 l t e ::i m of the Le :3 de r sh l p Co r":f e r e r1 c e
on Civil Rights, the chief sponsors of the measure on
the
House side and the National
Associat~on
of
Realtors.
Under the modification, the Department of
- H-0•.Js i ng - ::ind
Ur b .'3.r1 _ Deve 1 o t:lmer1t - wou 1 d - s t.3r t
.3n
~nforcement
~ction
whenever
the Department f6und 'reasonable cause'
to believe that an act of housing
discrimination has either
occurred or
is about to
o cc 1.J r •
I h 1s :;i c t i on m•.J s t ta lt.:-e p l .3 c e w i th i n 1 0 0 days •
The Secretary of HUD may during the 100 day period
conclude that
judicial action is warranted.
If so,
the
Secretary
may commence a civi l
action
for
temporary or
preliminary relief.
If an election is
not
made
then HUD is mandated to provide the
opportunity for
a
hearing to be conducted by an
Administrative Law Judge.
1158)

-'3S

The measure also provides two
new protected
classes of persons
families
with children .3nd
per~ons with handicapped conditions.
The
measure
also
strengthens
the
private
enforcement section of the Fair Housing Act of 1968 by
expanding the statute of limitations from 180 days to
2 years.
Monetary damages may be awarded to aggrieved
persons
in discriminatory pattern or practices cases.
Civil penalties could be awarded up to $40,000 for the
first
violation
and
$100,000
for
subsequent
viol .3 tions.
The Measure
is now before the
House.
The
provision dealing with families with children passes
the Ho•.Jse June 23 on a 286-116 vote.
The Fish

amendment that would allow either side in a housing
discrimination complaint to take the case to a federal
jury rather than being heard by an administrative law
judge
was passed by a
vote of 401-0.
It
is
anticipated that the measure will
pass the House
be f ore the NAACP ' s 79th Annual National Convention.

BRANCH & F I ELD SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Willi am H. Penn.
Sr., Director of Branch
and Fi e1 d
Se rvi ces repor ts that
NAACP uni ts were involv e d in a varietv
o f a cti vities in 1988 .

MEMBERSHIPS
In an effort to

revive some o f

the Bra nches which ended

the 19 87 year with less than fifty ( 50 ) me mbe rs.
the
Department mailed notices to all such Branche s . advis i na the m
o f their totals a nd providina a plan to brina their to tals
up .
As of Jun e 15. we have not received a r epo rt coverina
the first five (5) mo n ths of the yea r. a nd ar e therefore not
able to determin e the deqree o f success.
Efforts were al so made to encouraqe b r anches to include
th e Membership in the Fr eedom Fund Dinner ticke t .
Several
app r oaches we r e t a ken with some success .
The Pe nn Plan for Memb e rship has been forwarde~ to
branc hes to be used in conjunction with the Radiothon . Since
this plan calls for an eiqhty ( 80) day lead time. branc hes
have b een e n cou raqed to sta r t the effort in June .

FREEDOM FUND
Free d o m-- F und quo tas were es t abl i she d for branche s and
materi a ls we re s ent
advisinq eac h branch o f - i t~ 19 8 8 Fre e dom
Fund ass e ssmen t .
-

Branche s owing balanc es on Fr eedom Fund f rom previous
y e a r s wer e sent noti ce s r e questing that these amounts be
paid.
Additionall y . branches have been reminded of t he
r e qu i rement to share 5 0% of the ne t p roceeds from fund r ai ser s
with the National Offic e .

TREASURER'S YEAR END REPORTS
1988 is a good year fo r Ye ar End Financial Re po r t s.
While not a ll branches have r epo rted. we have the larg est
number reporting i n the history of the effort .
At present
some 860 branches and state conferenc e s have reported .

The reports received were e xamined b y this d e part ment. t o
deter mine whether o r not the Branch owes the National Off ice
from fund raisers.
In several instances this was the case . and
n o tices ind icatina balances due the Na ti o na l Off ice were sent
o ut.

ARTICLE X COMPLAINTS
The Department pr ocessed twelve ( 1 2) Article X Complai n ts .
Te n ClOl of these requir e d He arina before Na ti onal Board Hearina
Panels . The other two ( 2) have been handled admini st rativ e l y .

RESOLUTIONS FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION
We prepared s ugge sted resoluti ons for consideration bv
the Re soluti ons Committee. These were proposed chanqe s in the
Constitution and By-Laws for Branche s of NAACF. Additional ly ,
we se rved as Staff to the Re so lutions Commit tee durinq its
delib e rati o ns in Mav.

REGIONAL LEADERSHIP TRAINING CONFERENCE
The Re g ional Lead e rship Trainina Conferences were well
attended this year. Fr om comments received from members who
attended the various Conf erence s . It was apparent that this
year's training was on target.
Although all f{nancial - reports are not in from t he
regional conferences, it i~anticipated that each ended in the
black.
-

STAFF VISITS TO BRANCHES
During the period, visits were made to the following
Branches and/or State Conferences:
Colorado/ Wyoming State Conference
Chattanooga, Tennessee Branch
California State Conference
Kansas City. Kansas Branch
Miami. Florida (Three Branches)
Denver. Colorado Branch
Wichita, Kansas Branch
Stamford, Connecticut Branch
Wilmington, Delaware Branch
Dublin. Georgia Branch
Hartford, Connecticut Branch
Dallas. Texas Branch
Beaumont. Te xas Branch

Baton Rouqe, Louisiana Branch
Tampa. Florida Branch
Brooklyn. New York Branch
Chicaqo <Southside) , Illinois Branch
Grand Rapids. Michigan

THALHEIMER AWARDS
The Department coordinated the work of the Thalheimer
Awards Committee during its meeting in Mav.
The -Committee
approved
mo st of the
recommendations made
bv Branch
Department Staff.
Followinq the work of the Committee . the
write u~
justifying the winners was prepared and awards
ordered by the Departmen t.

ALONG THE BATTLEFRONT ARTICLES
During this period five
(5)
"Along The Battlefront"
articles were written by the Department and submitted to THE
CRISIS magaz ine for publication.

BRANCH DIRECTORY UP-DATES
The Department issues on a weekly basis. up-dates for
the Branch Directory. These are provided for each Uepartrnent
for posting to the Directory.

'.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP
Life
Dr. Emmett Burns,
Director of the NAACP ' s
first
half
of
Membership Division reports that during the
1988, we had a twenty percent (20%) growth in Life Membership
production over 1987.
REGIONAL MEETINGS
Dr. Burns reports that although he did not attend all
of the regional leadership training conferences, efforts were
made to have
some Life
Membership coverage at
each
conference.
The Leadership Training Conference for Region II held
in
Morristown,
New
Jersey
was
quite
productive.
Approximately fifty (50) persons attended the workshop.
Using the Memphis, Tennessee Model, those present were given
a step-by-step
directory
planning a
Life
Membership
breakfast, luncheon, dinner, or some other event, i.e., tea ;
rally etc.
The Life Membership Director attended the Region
conference in Indianapolis, Indiana.
The Director was
keynote speaker for _the Life Membership luncheon.

III
the

Life Membership materials were sent to Region I, Region
IV, and Region VI conferences.
The respective Regional
Directors
assum~d
responsibility
for
in~uring
that
appro_priate time was given to the Life Membership program.
The Life Membership Director was invited to speak at the
Region V Thursday night opening rally.
Region VII held its annual conference in Virginia
Beach, Virginia on March 11-12, 1988.
Materials were sent
regarding the Life Membership Program. Additionally branches
across the nation were mailed copies of the "Two-Year Plan."
SPECIAL LIFE MEMBERSHIP WORKSHOPS
Very central to the work of the Life Membership
Division is the special workshop with branches.
Although
branches are informed through state, regional and national
meetings on programs and policy of the Association, in some
instances, it takes a special visit to a branch to move it
from conception to completion. In so doing, the Director is
able to "invest" quality time with a particular branch and
hope for Life Membership returns. A number of such workshops
were held in the first half of 1988 in:
Chattanooga, Tennessee
St. Paul, Minnesota
North Chicago, Illinois

Hickory, North Carolina
Fayetteville, North Carolina
Dr. Burns points out that asking a branch to sponsor a
$50 minimum Life Membership event does not happen overnight.
Many times seeds are planted for future activities.
One
example would be the Baltimore City Branch. The first seeds
were planted in 1980.
For the first time in 1987, the
Baltimore City Branch sponsored the $100 minimum
Life
Membership Dinner.
In the future, the Director hopes to use the strategy
of targeting a minimum of twenty (20) new branches to host
such events each year.
NATIONAL RADIOTHON
On September 24, 1988, the Association will conduct its
first National Membership
Radiothon under the
special
guidance of Mrs. Jondelle Johnson, National Director of
Special Projects. For the past several months, the Director
has served on the steering committee.
Members of the
National Life Membership Committee are asked to
place
September 24, 1988 on their calendars. They are expected to
participate with local branches to be certain that when the
radio appeal goes out, Life Membership appeals are prominent
_~among the appeals made on that day~
Director Burns states that in order to reach the
goal, i.e., ~he doubling of the Life Membership
numbers, new strategies and techniques must be put in place.
~ive-year

The National Life Membership Committee has already
approved the concept of credit card payments of
Life
Memberships.
The National Office has now aproved the
concept. At the time of this report, the only thing which
remained was the working out of the logistics of such
payments to guarantee the integrity of intentions. By the
time of the convention, hopefully details should be concluded
as to who will receive credit card payments for Life
Memberships and how these payments will be directed to the
National Office.

MEMBERSHIP DIVISION
The Membership
Division,
directed
by
Janice
J.
Washington, is assisted by Dr. Caesar A. W. Clark, Jr.,
Membership Director At-Large, based in Dallas, Texas.
As of June 1, 1988, the Regular Membership production
was slightly behind the production for the same period in
1987.
The Data Processing Division reports the
total
membership production from January - May 1988 was 105,928
compared to 115,738 memberships in 1987.
We believe that the membership decline was due in part to
the absence of a Membership Director during much of the
period. The Membership Director was on maternity leave from
April until June 13, 1988 and absent from her regular duties.
While on maternity leave during the month of May, the
Director assisted with the upcoming Membership Radiothon
project and responded to matters of importance related to the
Membership Division.
The Membership Division
developed the 1988
Spring
Campaign Kit and materials, assigned each branch a membership
quota, prepared materials for and made sure that membership
workshops were held at regional leadership ·c onference.
Three
Regional Conferences had membership laydowns.
1988 SPRING MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN
The 1988 Membership Campaign officially kicked-off on
February 12, 1988, the NAACP's 79th Anniversary. The theme of
the 1988 Membership Campaign is "Numbers Equal Power -Keep
the NAACP Strong Fighting the Wrong." The goal is 400,000 -new
members.
At a workshop on January 23, 1988, during the
NAACP's Annual
Meeting, acquainted
the branch
members
attending the Annual Meeting with the 1988 membership goals
and objectives.
The highlights of this workshop were the
appearance of the NAACP's newly appointed National Membership .
Chairmen, Mr. Percy Sutton, NAACP Spingarn Medalist, and
Chairman of the Inner City Broadcasting Corporation in New
York City; and Bishop Richard Allen Hildebrand, Presiding
Bishop of the Sixth Episcopal District AME Church.
Mrs.
Jondelle Johnson, newly appointed NAACP Special Projects
Director, participated in the workshop giving instructions on
publicity and promoting NAACP memberships and plans for the
Membership Radiothon.
A membership campaign kit was developed for the branches
giving technical
information which
included a
booklet
entitled, "How to Organize a Membership Campaign," materials on
implementing the NAACP M- PAC Program (Membership and Political
Action in the Church), how to organize a membership telethon

developed by the Atlanta Branch NAACP and Club 100
info r mation.

Membership

The Department ' s focus for the 1988 campaign is to
stimulate branches to meet their quota and to get the top 203
branches, including about 100 Campaign 1000 branches, to meet
their campaign goal of 1000 or more memberships.
Membership awards and incentives are being developed to
reward the branches and local membership workers for meeting
their quotas.
UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS
1988 MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN
Since 1984, the United Food and Commercial Worker's Union
of the AFL-CIO has conducted a specialized campaign to
increase the regular and life memberships from the union ' s
rank and file memberships under the direction of Mr. Jim
Sierra.
This year, under the direction of Mr. Jim Sierra,
Assistant Director of the Civil Rights Division of the
AFL-CIO, the union will work to =r=a=i~s~e"-3=---'~0~0~0--=r~e~q~u==l=a=r~m~e=m=b~e==-r=s=h=i'-'-p
and double the Subcribinq Life and _G_o_l_d_e_n~H~e_r_i_t_a_q~e~~p_a_y~m_e_n_t_s_
produced from previous years.
MEMBERSHIP RADIOTHON
The Membership Director is also assisting
Johnson, Special
Projects
Director with
the
Membership Radiothon on September 24, 1988 .

Jondelle
National

The Director participated and taught a
class on The
Membership Committee at the Membership Leadership University
and Resolutions Committee Meeting.
She is contacting the 203 top branches for the names
addresses of their Membership Chairpersons.

and

NORTHEAST REGION
EDUCATION
Region II continues to be served well by its eneraet ic
Director. Paula Brown-Edme.
Director Edme r e port s that
education remains a priority issue for the No r theast Re gion.
The Springfield Massachusetts Bra nch has pursue d
complaints filed by the students. parents and teache rs within
the Northampton.
Massachusetts school dis t ricts.
The
Education Committee along with the Legal Redress Commit tee
conducted an investiaation of racism at the l o cal h iah
school.
Such racial incidents as the word "niacre r " on
students lockers and notes saving "jungle bunnies don't
belong h e re". were cited.
The branch also investiqat e d the hirina poli cie s and
t he use of instructional materials used b y the De r artrne n t as
the y relate to the minority population o f the c ommun i t y . 1be
Branch filed formal complaints with the City of NorthamrLo n
and the Massachusetts Commission Aqainst Discrimination.
The Department of Education released it's findinas in
February sustaining the NAACP complaint. Directives were
is sued
by the Department
to comply
with requlati o ns
partaining to racism and other levels. review instruc t ional
material for racial sterotyping arid devise a complaint svs te rn
to deal with racial incidents.
The Sprinafield, Massachusetts Branch has me t
frequently with the Department of Education, monitorinq its
progress . Negotiations with school officials has resu lted in
more minority hirings.
The Education Committee will meet with the Board of
Education at the conclusion of the school vear t o e val ua te
their progress.
The Albany, New York Branch conducted an inv esticrati on
of the Colonie School District when Black oarents and
teachers reported incidents of racial epithets appearina on
school premises a nd the insensitivity o f the princi pal a nd
school administrators to r e spond to complaints filed by Bl a c k
students .
A formal complaint was filed with the New York Sta te
Education Department, Division of Civil Riqhts .
The Ne w York Sta te Co nfer e n ce QK Nbl~~E Brc._Dche~
announced '' Project Excell e nce" a t their Annual Board Mee t i ncr
i n J anuary .
The purpose of "Pro i ec t
Ex c e ll e nce " is t o
promote e xcellence tn education by encourag in~ Black y o uth t o
s t ay in school and work with parents as well.

The New York State Conference held an Educational
Summit this spring as a component of the project. The Summit
was entitled:
"Parents Can Make a Difference in Promoting
Educational Excellence." The purpose was to alert parents to
the urgent need for participation in promoting excellence in
education by building a school-community coalition in a
collaborative effort, advocating effective change.
In 1987, the New Haven, Connecticut Branch published a
report concerning the hiring practices in higher education in
the state of Connecticut.
This year, the Connecticut State
Department of Higher Education published a progress report
based on the Branch report.
This report provided updated
statistics that showed that fifty (50) minorities have been
hired since the initial report was printed ... an increase from
3% to 18%.
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Branches across the Region coordinated Black History
Month programs with their respective Youth Councils, local
churches and community centers. Many highlighted the
life of Dr. Martin Luther King . Others invited keynote
speakers and had discussions about the history of the
NAACP.
The Rahway, N.J. Branch coordinated a program with
the youth council members. Each youth member portrayed
a Black hero or heroine i e ., Sojourner Truth, Rosa Parks,
Medgar Evers. The Pittsburg, PA. Branch published an
African Affairs Committee Report in February. The Branch
discussed during the course of the month the issue of
apartheid in South Africa. The Branch participated in
the Unlock Apartheid Jail Campaign and raised money for
the Coalition for Children of Southern Africa Fund.
The Waterbury, Conn. Branch concentrated on the
Black Family . The Branch held a summit inviting families
to participate in discussions about teenage pregnancy,
communication between parents and children, drugs and
the aids epidemic.
The Huntington, N.Y. Branch coordinated a Black
Arts Exhibit with the local library, exhibiting the
works of young Black artists.
Other branches that held programs include: Spring
Valley, N.Y., White Plains, Corona East Elmhurst, Lakeview
and Brookhaven, L.I.
, Mid-Manhattan and Brooklyn, Perth
Amboy, Ocean County, Toms River, Willingboro, Morristown,
Ashbury- Park, Newark, New Jersey; Hartford, Conn., New Haven,
Stamford, New London and New Britain.
In Pennsylvania,
Media, New Castle, Johnstown, Coatesville, Allegheny Kiski,
New Castle, Philadelphia North and West.

In the New Enqland area. the Boston Branch. Sprinqfield.
Lvnn. Cape Cod, Middlesex County. New Bedford and Portland.
Maine.
In the State of New York. each geo~raphical region.
Mid-Hudson, Long Island, Metropolitan Council, Westchester
and the Western Reqion, he ld hearings on the growing problem
of racism. The purpo·se of the hearings were to document the
ex tent and manner in whi c h racism. bias, prejudice and
discrimination is experienced in the State of New York .
Persons testifying were encouraged to share their
experiences when they were refused housing. emplovment.
promotions. educational opportunities or health services.
P eople shared their fears. frustration and humiliation when
confronted with institutionalized racism.
The hearings and testimony were approp riat elv
document ed by the State President. Hazel N. Dukes and Leaal
Counsel. Laura Blackburne. The findinqs will be utili zed for
discussion with city and state government officials and
agencies.
The New York State Conference also held their 40th
Annual Albany
Legislative Mobilization. The
theme was
"Righting the Wrongs of Racism Through Legislative Acti on".
Approximately 250 persons participated from across the state.
In Connecticut, the Greater Bridgep~rt Branch held a
Black Agenda Day Forum in March. The purpose of the f o rum
was to involve the black community in dialogue that would
establish education, economic and political goal s in the
community.
Region II was well-represented at this yea r 's
Washington Mobilization.
Three buses departed from the
Region headed for D.C. one from Newark N.J .• New York City
and Pittsburgh, Pa . Approximately 120 persons attended t he
briefing sessions and the special Anti-Apartheid discussi ons.
LEGAL REDRESS
The Paterson, N.J.Branch has remaine d in the forefr ont
of the investiqation and resolution of incidents of poli ce
brutality by the Police Department .
The Branch called for a special meeting with the
Police
Department. City Council a nd Branch members .
As a
result of the mee ting and pressures applied by the Branch.
Lt. Ernest Hutchinson
was appointed to supervis e the
Internal Affairs Division, which investigates complaints
about police brutality and misconduct.

On December 29. 1987 in Laurelton Queens. N.Y .. Alfred
Sanders
was killed by a spray of bullets fired by white
police officers.
The Jamaica. N.Y. Branch and the New Yor'k
State Conference President. Hazel N. Dukes.
requested a
special prosecutor to investiqat e the actions of the police.
The request was declined by Governor Cuomo.
however. a
Special Screening Committee was established to monit or this
case. The Grand Jury looking into the matt er under the
direction of the Queens District Attorney concluded that the
police officers acted reasonably in defense of their lives.
The Jamaica Branch Attorneys: Janice Taylor and David
President Walter Lvnch and Nati onal Office Leaal
Bryan.
Staff members. launched a full scale investigation of the
proceedinqs.
.
.
The NAACP concluded that:
'T'he shooting of Alfred Sanders was unjuslified
and unnecessary and rac ially motivated .
The shooting could have been prevented.
There was no
force.

provocation to justify the use of deadly

The District Attorney's office did not present
this matter to Grand Jury as a racial shooting.
The prosecutors failed to investigate fully and
present to the Grand Jury key issues concerning
the officers '·racial inse nsitivity and animos i tv.
<Incidences of prior confrontations with Black males)
The NAACP has called again for the Governor to appoint
a
Special
Prosecutor to
handle
a
new Grand
Jurv
investigation.
Further. a full federal probe into Sanders '
death should be conducted reaarding possible civil riaht s
violations.
HOUSING
The Hempstead NY Branch met with the Tenant's
Association at 565 Fulton Avenue to discuss poor living
conditions at the rental unit. Tenants complained of the lack
of heat and hot water. inadequate maintainence of elevators.
poor sanitation conditions and lack of security.
The President of the Branch. Barbara Powell sent a
letter to the management and owner of the building. When
conditions didn 't improve, the Mayor of the Town of Hempstead
was lobbied.
The Branch supported and participated in a
demonstration in front of the buildinq.

As a r e sult of their action and pressure. va~t
improvements have been made to the buildina .
Further
investigation by the State Division of Housing and Commun i ty
Re n e wal. revealed that the owner was in violati on o f the
l ocal rent stabilization law.
He was orde red b y Sup reme
Court Justice George Murphy to pay back to the tenants mone y
collected for unusually high security deposits.
The Delaware State Conference appli e d pressure in t h e
City of Wilmington to investigate the unsanitary condi t ions
of a trailer park. The trailer park that housed Blacks a nd
Hispanic families was found to have a faulty septi~ s y ste m
that caused the back-up of sewage. These conditions d i d n o t
exist in the park that is predominently white.
The Conference worked closely with the Stat e Huma n
Relati o ns Committee to get the city to re-constr uct t h e
system so that it c an properly accommoda te t he trailers .
MEMBERSHIP
The Northeast Region Office. in an effort to motiva t e
branche s to begin their Spring Membership Ca mpaign . .. h ad a
Membershi p
Laydown at
the Annual
Leader s hip Trainina
Conference and announced the Alphonso Deal Membership Trophy.
The laydown was very productive. producing 4.045 in
youth and adult memb e rsh i ps (regular and Life Membership
payments> and $28.547.58 was transmitted to National.
The Alphonso Deal Membership Trophy was received by the
North Philadelphia "Action" Branch.
Increasingly, Branches are including the cost of a
membership in the price of a Freedom Fund Ticket.
Th e
Bayonne. N.J.
Branch realized 203 new members, the Ne w
Brunswick. N.J.Branch realized 343.
Springfi e ld. Ma s s.
Branch totaled over 800.
The Executive Director was the
keynote speaker
at the Department
of Social Se rvices
Membership Kick-off. Over 500 persons were in attendance.
RAD I OTHON
Branches in Region II are "Fired up and Re ady t o Go"
with the September
24th Radiothon.
Targe t ed Branc h es
include:
Hartford. Conn.
Wilmingt on, De .
Boston, Mass.
Sprinqfield. Mass .
New Brunswick, N. J.
Newark, N. J.
Jersey City, N.J.

East Oranqe. N.J.
New York City
Mid-Manhattan
Dept. of Social Services
New York City <Harlem)
N.Y.C. Housinq
Brooklyn
Williamsbridqe
Jamaica
Buffalo. N.Y.
Pitt sbu.rgh. Pa.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Branches are meetinq with their respect ive radio
stations. naming their honorary chairpersons. chairpersons
and producers.
The membership committees are dividina i nto
sub-committees. targeting every niche of the Black Communitv.
The New Jersey State Conference h eld a Radiothon
Traininq Session for all Branches June 18th. The s~ssion was
an all-day training session. where membership committees wer e
walked through the entire process.
Reqional Directors for the New York State Confer e nce
have been supplied with manuals to conduct Radiothons in
their respective regions.
Branches in each region will tie
into the station that broadcasts in the area.
The New York City Radiothon will be coordinated by the
State President. and Met Council Chairman. David Bryan.
Branches throuqhout the five boroughs will coordinate their
activities and feed into the central location and phone bank.
John Johnson of ABC has been approached to serve as honorary
chairperson.
The Philadelphia Branches. North. West and South will
coordinate their efforts so that activities don't overlap.
The Springfield and Boston. Massachusetts Branches have
adopted the Radiothon and begun to meet weekly to coordinate
their activities.
REGIONAL LEADERSHIP TRAINING CONFERENCE
The 42nd Annual Leadership Training Conference was he ld
in Morristown, N. J . at t he Headquarters Plaza Hotel. Ove r
seven
hundred delegates
attended the
conference with
approximately three hundred
youth.
Our own Executive
Di re cto r. Dr. Hooks wa s the Annual Awards Luncheon Spe :1ker
and the Honorable Percy Sutton was the Dinner speake r.
How to implement the programs of the Associ a tion was
the s ub j ect matter f o r workshops in the ar e as of Education.
Branch Administration. ACT-SO, Economic Development. Back-to

School-Stay in School. Labor, Legal,
Membershi p/L if e Membership.

Political

Action and

The Youth & College Division of the Northeast Reaion
conducted workshops that were relevant to the Youth Councils
and College Chapter members in the Reqion.
Recipients of Regional Awards included:
John A. Morsell
Category

Categorv

~

!?_

Willi a msbridge, N.Y.
Buffalo. N.Y.
Dept. of Social Servi ces
Albany, N.Y.
Hempstead, N.Y.
Patet'.'son. N.J.
Bishop Stephen Gill Spottswood
New York State Confer ence
Membership Achievement
Class B
Class C
Class D

Brookhaven. N.Y.
Bridaeport, Conn .
New York City

The North Philadelphia "Action " Branch was the
recipient of the Alphonso Deal Membership Laydown Tr ophy.
Branches in Reqion II were asked to support the NAACP
Building Endowment Fund. The Region raised $6.77 7.00 for the
National Office.
ACT-SO
Branches that coordinated ACT-SO Competitions are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Buffalo. N.Y.
Central Long Island. N.Y.
North Philadelphiu, PA.
The Westchester Region. N.Y.
Syracuse. N.Y.
New England Conference
Nyack, N.Y.
Metropolitan Council

Sixty-five contestantu will compete at the Nat ional
Convention in Washington, D.C.

RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
AND

MID-WESTERN REGION
Rev. J.C. Hope serves in a dual capacity as both Director
of Religious Affairs and as Regional Director for
our
Mid-Western Region.
He is doing a commendable job in both
capacities.
Rev. Hope reports that the Regional Membership laydown
was a smashing success. Thirty-one (31) branches participated
and reported
2,781
memberships which
translates
into
$31,576.00. Rev. Hope has set an optimistic goal of 27,500
memberships from Region
III branches for the
National
Convention. Additionally, successful workshops were held at
the March 25-27 Regional Conference in Indianapolis, Indiana.
INDIANA
The Indiana State Conference held a state-wide health
conference on
problems affecting
the Black
community.
According to State President Breckenridge and news accounts,
the program was exceptionally successful. The Gary, Indiana
Branch and the Indiana State Conference of Branches have been
in touch with John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company as a
result of a recent newspaper article published in the Post
Tribune which stated that Mr. Mamon Powers (a black man), had
been sponsored by Mr. Paul Kloth to become a member of the
Innsbrook Country Club. It was further stated that Mr. Powers
felt that his application for membership had been turned down
due to his race. According to Mr. Powers, he wanted to become
a member of the club in order to meet and entertain some of
his clients who happen to be members of the country club. The
Gary Branch is awaiting further instruction from the National
Office as to what steps should be taken next.
KENTUCKY
The LaGrange, Kentucky Prison Chapter received approval
from the prison administration to sell non-ethnic hair care
products to residents in the community.
MICHIGAN
The Regional Office received a letter dated May 23, 1988
from Mr. Robert Brown, Director of the Michigan Department of
Corrections, sharing the success the department has had in
recruiting, selecting, training, promoting and retaining black
staff.
In July 1983, the department had a total of 5,633
employees; only 811 were black, or 14.4%. In April 1988, the
department had a total of 11,102 employees, 2,207 black staff
members equaling 19.9%, which represents a 5.5% increase in a
five year period.

Mr. Brown also reports that qualified blacks have made
significant progress at all levels, including Department
Director, Director
of Health
Care Services,
Analysts,
Counselors, Nurses, Accountants, Dentists, and Corrections
Officers, just to name a few.
The Detroit, Michigan Branch's 33rd Annual Fight For
Freedom Fund Dinner was held on Sunday, May 1, 1988 at Cobo
Hall.
Approximately 7,500 NAACPers and supporters were in
attendance.
Mr. Roger W. Wilkins, a Fellow at the Joint
Center for Political Studies served as the keynote speaker.
WEST VIRGINIA
The West Virginia State Conference held its ACT-SO
Competition at West
Virginia State College located
in
Institut~ West Virginia
during the month of April, and also
held their Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Luncheon at the Holiday
Inn in Oak Hill, West Virginia.
During the month of May, an
observance was held in honor of the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court
case, Brown v. the Board of Education.
The McDowell County, West Virginia Branch held its
Memphis T. Garrison Life Membership Banquet, and also hosted
the Spring Meeting of the State Conference on May 7, 1988.

NAACP - REGION V

Sou theast Regional Di rec t or, Earl Sh i nho s t e r re port s tha t
i mplemen t a tion of Associat i on ' s Membe r s hip a nd Programmatic
goa ls a nd ob j ec t i ves during thi s repor t ing period was the top
pr ior i t y for t he Regional Director. He poi nts ou t that t he
continuing and escalating demands for techni cal assistance by
b ranches and requests for assistance by individuals and groups
s e e king to redress alleged and actual civi l rights violations,
combined t o require more time, t rav e l and res ources. I n the
f irs t half of 1988 produc t ion remained the t op prio rity concern
of the Regional Direct o r.
Specia l
emphasis was placed on
e ffective membership committee organization and development on
eve r y branch v i s i t at e v ery Free dom Fund dinner and o t h e r
occasions

in whir.h t.hP. RP.gional n ; rP. r. t .or
.,
'. ~i..1.llun :..;.

a nci rr! ~c;P.d

NAAf'I' ui • •: ,

During this reporting period the Regional Director : spoke
for sev en Freedom Fund dinne rs; visited- t welv e branches / unit s
f or techn ical assistance or general vis it s ; at t e nded three
Stat e Conference Board meet i ngs; three NAACP National meetings;
participated in two demonstrations / marches , a nd c onducted a
Regional Conference and served as a resource consultant for
another Regional Conference .
In
the
area - of membership development, particular
attention
was
devoted t o- encouraging greater membership
production and organizing State and a rea workshops on the
- National Membersh i p _ ~adiothon ( Sept!=!mber 24th). Membership
quotas were assigned and sent to branches in the Region. A
special letter was sent to units with less than 50 members,
offering the assistance of the Regional Office in addressing
low membership productivity . In meetings with the Mississippi,
Florida and Tennessee State Conferences, the Regional Director
emphasized membership production and discussed with individual
branches
specific
strategies
for
improving
committee
functioning and campaign organization.
The
DeKalb County, Georgia Branch has developed an
effective membership program that includes memberships in the
cost of the branches Freedom Fund dinner ticket and an Annual
Spring Membership Breakfast .
Director Shinhoster further reported that in the area of
Economic Development (Fair Share) increased attention was
focused on the Banking and Financ
industry, particularly in
Atlanta
and
the
State
of
Georgia.
An
Atlanta
Journal-Constitution series of artic:lP.s P.n t itlP.rl, "The Col o r of
Money", brought to the nation ' s attention the serious problems
African-Americans face in obtaining home mortages, improvement
loans and commercial loans f rorn White - owned banks.
The
Regional Director was directly involved providing background
information to the writer of the series and has been active in
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response and community organizations. The Regional Dir.e ctor
also presented testimony on behalf of the Association at an
Atlanta City Hall, Public Hearing on June 1st.
The Ass oc iation ' s Fair Share agreement with Atlanta Gas
Light
Company
was called into question by a group of
African-American
employees.
The
Regional Director is
continuing to meet with the black employees and the Atlanta
Branch, in preparation for a monitoring committee meeting with
the company.
Shinhoster reports that the area of Education is the
single largest area of complaints received in the Regional
Office.
The performance of the Education/Legal Project staff,
particularly the Education Specialist has been exemplary.
Approximately 25 complaints and/or requests for technical
assistance were handled during the first half of 1988 alone.
The Regional Director reports that Southeastern branches
ac ros s the region were ~ngaged with recalcitrant sehool boards .
Notably, the Laurel, Mississippi Branch resumed informational
pickets in front of the Laurel School Administration Building
in
late
February,
until
the present.
In - April the
Meta-Montgomery Branch protested a proposed consent decree to
settle a 15-year old school desegregation case. - The Branch
requested perj[lission to file suit to bJock an__y unacceptable
settlement.
Negotiatlons are currently underway.
The
Savannah, ~eorgia Branch struggled with the settlement of a
20-year
old school desegregation case.
The settlement,
approved -in April would allow _the closing of an additional
eight schools mostly in predominately black neighborhoods and
the creation of magnet programs in existing schools.
Complaints involving the hiring, promotion and general
employment of teachers and administrators in local school
districts was a major concern for a number of our branches.
These
complaints
resulted
in
formal
complaints
and
consultations with the Office for Civil Rights, and EEOC and
the Justice Department.
The Regional Director spent considerable time working with
Youth Councils and College Chapters in the areas of programming
and reorganization of units. Effective youth activities were
concluded by the Huntsville-Madison County, Alabama Youth
Council; the Opa Locka, Florida, Youth Council; the DeKalb
County, Georgia Youth Council; the Atlanta, Georgia Youth
Council; the Rome, Georgia Youth Council; the University of
Georgia College Chapter; the Alabama A&M University College
Chapter; the University of Alabama at Birmingham, College
Chapter.
The Tennessee State Youth Conference, with the
assistance
of
the
Regional Director has been actively
attempting to rejuvenate and revitalize dormant units and
increase membership and program development. In March, the
Mississippi State Youth Conference held a training session for

advisors and youth units in Jackson, conducted by the Regional
Director and attended by 45 persons.

NAACP - Region VI

Field Travel to Branches
Richard Dockery, the Association's Southwest Regional
Director reports that branches in Region VI are gearing up for
its National Radiothon and conducting voter regristration
drives.
The Blytheville, Arkansas Branch investigated several
complaints of discrimination in the public schools and the
police department.
One case involved
three students who
allegedly burned a school building.
At the request of the Director of Branches and Field
Services the Regional Director went to Cleveland, Texas to
investigate the death of a black male, Kenneth Simpson, who
died mysteriously in jail.
The family obtained a private
lawyer. No further action could be taken by the NAACP.
Nacogdoches, San Augustine, Hemphill, Texas - The Regional
Director met with NAACP Officers in Nacogdoches to discuss a
black male who allegedly was falsely accused of murdering a
white woman.
Director Dockery also met the lawyer for thP.
accused.
The
Athens,
Texas Branch
sponsored a "Fellowship
RecP.ption" nt. whi~h timP. n film Wn~ ~hnwn on thP. "f,it:t:lP. Rnr.k
Nine."
On May 21, an all-day workshop on NAACP programmatic
activity was conducted.
Director Dockery reports that five units applied for
charters during this reporting period were:
Ponca City,
Oklahoma; Lonoke, Arkansas; Dickinson and Hemphill, Texas; st.
Tammany, Louisiana .
. Three additional branches were chartered: Plano, Itasca
and Waller County, Texas.
Four branches were reactivated:
Lamb County, Texas;
Mineola, Texas; Hot Springs, Arkansas and Bristown, Oklahoma.
Tulsa, Oklahoma - The local branch with concurrence from
our Legal Counsel's office is challenging the City of Tulsa on
its at-large election procedures. The trial date is set for
January 1989. The branch has also challenged American Airlines
and McDonald Douglas Aircraft on their Affirmative Action
Program.
The Oklahoma State Conference of NAACP Branches - Roy
Carter, President is investigating the Affirmative Action
Program of the Oklahoma Department of Public Safety. The NAACP
is particularly concerned about the hiring and promotion of
minorities.
The Albuguergue, New Mexico Branch President, Mrs . Hoppes,
developed a basis for discussion with the local agencies in her
community and has signed a local Fair Share Agreement with the
local bank.
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The Anadarko, Oklahoma Branch met with the Department of
voice their concerns over the hiring
Transportation
to
practices.
The Lafayette, Louisiana Branch protested House Bill 165
by Representative Raymond LaLonde. The bill purports to define
"French Arcadian" as a minority for the purpose of obtaining
benefits under the Affirmative Action Plan, from the State's 10%
set - aside program for constitutionally identified minorities.
The NAACP has asked the Governor to veto the bill if it reaches
his desk.

REGION VII AND NAACP PRISON PROGRAM
During the period covered by this report, Leroy Mobley
continued to serve both as the Director of the Association ' s
NAACP Program and as Regional Director of Region VII, moving
back and forth from one hat to the other with the ease of a
true
ambidextrous,
multi-talented
and
multi-faceted
consummate professional.
Mr. Mobley reports that this year's regional conference
was the most successful in the history of the region.
The
conference was h e ld in Norfolk , Virginia. The president of
the host branch is Mr. James Gay.
A number of members of the NAACP Enolia P . McMillan
Ladies Auxiliary Unit, the first in Region VII, attended the
National Women ' s Auxiliary luncheon in New York during the
Annual Board meeting.
This unit, under the leadership of
Marjorie Green, is extremely active in carrying out the
mandates of its governing document.
The unit has alr eady
made its presence felt by initiating such community projects
as distributing Thanksgiving baskets to needy families in
the Baltimore area in conjunction with the Afro-American
Newspaper project, decorating a christmas tree with clothing
(outerwear) for distribution to needy children.
The Maryland State NAACP set a precedent by holding a
regular monthly meeting in a state penitentiary .
The
precedent was set for state meetings of the NAACP in
prisons by the New York State Conference several years ago
and was soon followed by the Michigan State Conference
NAACP .
The Maryland State Prison Branch led the way in raising
money to purchase library books in the name of Latonya
Wallace, slain 11-year old, 5th grader at the Eutaw-Mashburn
Elementary School.
More than $2,000.00 was received in
checks and pledges.
During the report period, one new prison branch was
added to the roster of correctional units - - Kinross Prison
Branch in Kincheloe, Michigan.
This new branch is located
i n the extreme Eastern peninsula of Michigan just this side
of the Canadian border, and houses prisoners primarily from
Detroit and Lansing.
In response to a growing number of complaints from
police officers of the Baltimore City Police Department, the
Baltimore Branch NAACP in a letter to Mayor Kurt L. Sc hmo ke,
asked for a meeting with the mayor and his senior - level
advisors. Mr. George Buntin, Executive Se cretary f o r the
Baltimore Branch, also asked for the establishment of a
civilian Police Community Review Board. To date, the Mayo r

has declined to meet
with the NAACP until after
a
preliminary meeting between the NAACP and the Baltimore City
Police Commissioner, Edward J. Tilghman, has been held.
The Baltimore Branch NAACP sponsored a Job Fair in
conjunction with the Maryland Republican Party at the
Pikesville Armory April 27, 1988.
The Anne Arundel County Branch NAACP, under the able
leadership of Dr. Jean Creek, continues to be an excellent
example of how important a role effective fundraising can
play in the life and services of a local branch of the
NAACP. Dr. Creek and Rev. Dowell are putting together a
model program that can be adapted by branches across the
region.
The Chesapeake
Branch NAACP,
under the
dynamic
leadership of Mr. March Cromuel, Jr., sponsored voter
registration drives on Saturdays twice a month. This will
effort continued until October 1988.
The branch also
conducted an Awareness Workshop designed to raise the
consciousness level of the community.
The areas
of
concentration were Cl) federal, city and state jobs; hiring
practices, (2) financial aid to Norfolk State University,
(3) seminars on drug abuse, (4) seminars on AIDS protection,
(5) investment banking with the Atlantic National Bank, and
(6) back-to-school/stay-in-sGhool projects.
The Hanover County,
Virginia Branch featured
an
exciting Miss NAACP pageant at its annual Freedom Fund
Banquet at the St. Ann Curtin Center in Ashland, Virginia.
Each contestant represented a church, club, or
other
organization and was called upon to display her talent.
At
this affair, new Life Members and regular members were
recognized.
In Westmoreland County, Virginia, the NAACP branch
sponsored a Jubilee Day Celebration at Zion Baptist Church
in Tucker Hill.
Jubilee Day marks the observance of the
signing of the Emancipation Proclamation by Abraham Lincoln.
Maryland State Conference President Rev. John L. Wright
led the fight in Howard County to redress racial slurs from
a Turf Valley Country Club employee. Because the incident
was captured on tape and was irrefutable, the potential for
widespread racial unrest existed.
The NAACP called for the firing of the employee who
made the racial slur before any other remedies could be
examined. The Club Manager, Frederick B. Grimmel, Jr. was
fired.
Following his firing, the NAACP asked for and
received commitments from Turf Valley Club owner, Nicholas
Mangione, to:

1.
Allow the Human Riqhts Commission to
racist remarks that promoted the dispute.

investiqate t h e

2.
Work with the Community Service Division o f U. S .
Department of Justice in developing a proqram to t e ach
employees to be sensitive to minority concerns.
In St. Mary's County. Maryland. the NAACP challenqed
the promotion practices of the County Sheriff ' s offic e . Le d
by Ted Newkirk. Chairman of the St. Mary's Countv Branch
NAACP Labor and Industry Committee. the branch held several
meetings with Sheriff Wayne Petit dealinq with the l ac k of
minority representation and the fear of reprisals that
prohibit employees from discussinq certain concerns.
The Mathews. Virginia Branch may be small in number
(120 members>. but· it is a force to be reckoned wi th. Wit h
the assistance of the Mathews Count y Registrar. t he Ma thews
Branch NAACP held a countv- wide voter reqis t rat i on d r i v e at
s ix black churches. The event was publiciz e d in t h e lo c al
<Gloucester-Mathews Ga zette and
Times Herald).
NAACP
members were stationed in the churches from 10:00 am t o 2:00
pm on the dates set forth bv the branch.
The Montqomery County, Maryland branch. long a l e ader
in innovations. released some startlinq facts from a studv
of Foreign Trade and its impact on the American Job Marke t
which was conducted by Mr. Leroy Warren.
The Re q i onal
Director participated in several of the hearinqs held b v Mr .
Warren.
The Fairfax County. Virginia Branch mounted a c ampai g n
to preserve as a historical landmark the only hiqh s chool
that Blacks could attend in Fairfax County from 1954 to
1965. Accordinq to President Roane. "people will never kn ow
what Blacks went through if the school is sold. "
This
school was named for a Black educator. historian and founder
of the Virqinia Voters League who died in 1950. The amo un t
of pride in the Black communitv over this school and the
accomplishments of its graduates is immeasurable.
One
School Board member admits that there has been a cloud over
Luther Jackson for years. but agrees with the NAACP that the
school should remain open.

VOTER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
John Johnson, Director of the NAACP ' s Voter Education
Department reports that the primary goals of the NAACP Voter Education
Department for 1988 include increasing assistance to local units of
the Association in an effort to enhance "Black Political Empowerment .
He reports further that the workload in 1988 has increased in
volume and intensity as we prepare for the 1 9 88 presidential,
congressional and senator i al, state and local elections.
To reach the objectives of the department in increasing voter
registration, Issue Education and Voter turnout among black
Americans in 1988, the Department has increased its outreach,
training, monitoring, technical assistance and fundraising
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MOHI:; THAN 1500 NAACP ' ERS PARTICIPATED IN 20 NAACP VOTER ACTION
TRAINING SESSIONS.
The Voter Education Department of the NAACP conducted several
training sessions during this reporting period for regional,
state and local units of the NAACP. These workshops ~ocused on
approaches to effective voter registration and issue education
in 1988. Plans are presently underway to conduct
Get-Out-The-Vote workshops at most NAACP State Conventions in
the fall of th1s year.

II.

NAACP BRANCHES REGISTER VOTERS FOR 1988 GENERAL ELECTION
-

Director Johnson further reports that hundreds of NAACP
branches in every section of the country are boosting their voter
action activities by registering thousands of new voters and holding
workshops and seminars to education members about strategic voter
mobilization plans in time for the Presidential election.
Atlanta, Georgia Branch
The Atlanta NAACP branch has instituted a three phase plan
to register at least 25,000 new voters before November. The
branch already has registered 6,200 new voters.
In addition, to registering new voters, the Atlanta Branch
is also re-registering voters whose names were purged from the
list because they did not vote in the last two elections. The
branch also will be providing transportation to take voters to
the polls.

California State Conference
In California the newly organized NAACP State Conf erence has
held two workshops conducted by the Nat ional Director of Voter
Education for youth and adults to strengthen their efforts in
voter education.
Ohio State Conference
Capitalizing on the large black turnout at churches on Easter
Sunday, April 3rd, the NAACP Ohio State Conference initiated a
program seeking to register 2 ,00 0 new voters in black churches
throughout the state.
Tallahassee, Florida
The Tallahassee NAACP Branch - in concert with the Frontiers
International, Florida A & M State University Student Government
Association ! Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity_ and the Young Democrats
- joined forces to register 2 ,000 new voters. The Branch
registered an additional 403 new voters at the Emancipation Day
Celebration in June.
Jacksonville, Florida
In Jacksonville, Florida, the NAACP branch - targeting
- college- campuses, medical clinics and public assistance offices
- registered 200 new voters, reports Lloyd Pearson, Chairman of
the -brcanch's Political _:Action Campaign.
Florida Memorial College Chapter
The NAACP Florida Memorial College Chapter reported
registering 400 students during the college's week-long Martin
Luther King birthday celebration.
Savannah, Georgia
The NAACP Savannah, Georgia branch began its voter
registration campaign by registering 225 new voters. The branch
hosted an area voter participation training session to teach
local volunteers techniques in persuading individuals to
register and vote.
Eighty NAACP volunteers, representing six branches from
nearby Georgia counties, participated in the training session.

Mi a mi , F l orida
Fo u r NAACP b r a nc h e s o f Greate r Miam i c a me togethe r fo r a
one -day tr aining sess ion on v oter reg ist rat i on , i s sue educa t i on
a n d g et-o ut-th e - v o te c ampa igns.
Fo rty-three pa rticipa nts,
i n c luding religi ous lead e rs, seni o r c it i zens, a nd other civic
o rgan i z ation repr e senta tives , too k par t i n the tra in i ng sess ion.
No rth Broward and Fort Lauderda l e, Florid a Branc hes
The North Broward County Branch and Fo rt La ud e rda l e Branc h
r e gistered twelve hundred t hir t y-fiv e pers ons Cl ,235 ) in a
c o al i tional effort during their first month ' s c ampa i gn.
III. NAACP COLLEGE CHAPTERS J OIN IN VOTER PROJECT
NAACP college chapters on the campuses of North Carolina A &
T S tate University, Winston-Salem Un iversity and Bennett College
have united i n a mass~ve voter project to reg i s te r a t least
2,000 student s before t h e upcoming pre s idential elec ti o n.
At No rth Carolina A & T, for e xample, student s were
registered to vote while the y registered for classes.
Sinc e
January, whe n registrac ion began, 320 students were registered.
IV.

SOUTH CAROLINA -STATE CONFERENCE SETS PACE FOR NAACP BRANCHES
IN STATE
The Voter Education Department participated in two Voter
Action training sessions sponsored by the South Carolina State
conference of Branches. The second, a coalitional effort was
the result of "A Call" issued by Dr. William F. Gibson,
Chairman, National Board of Directors, NAACP and President,
South Carolina State Conference of Branches.
In his letter to
organizations across the state to attend "A Conference " to
address the 1980 ' s Black Political Economic Problems in South
Carolina. Dr. Gibson likened this "Call" to the "Call " by the
founding fathers of the NAACP in 1909.
Over three hundred persons attended the Conference
representing NAACP Branches as well as social and civic
organizations from across the state. The wo rkshop session on
political action addressed voter registration and issue
education. Following this conference, workshops are being held
in every Congressional District in South Carolina to provide
hands-on training for Branches . Registration activities have
commenced in several South Carolina Branches.

VI.

NORTH CAROLINA HOLDS VOTER REGISTRATlON
VOTER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
One of the target areas for North Carolina, the Sixth
Congressional District, showed a 7% increase in voter
registration during the period of January 1 - May 3, 1988.
During the period 1,100 persons were registered in Greensboro
and High Point, 467 registered in Alamance County (Burlington )
and 410 registered in Davidson County ( Lexington ) .
Registration was conducted at concerts, political forums,
churches, shopping centers and several locations where citizens
congregated.
On Super Tuesday, Alamance County, North Carolina had a
fifty-nine percent increase in turnout over the 1984 primary
turnout .

VII. NAACP/7-11 VOTER REGISTRATION PROJECT
John J. Johnson, National Director of Voter Registration for
NAACP, and Jim Notarnicola. National Manager of Urban Affairs
for 7-ELEVEN STORES, recently met at NAACP Headquarters to
complete plans for a Voter Registration Promotion during the
Month of September 1988.
During- the promotion, participating NAACP branches and
7-ELEVEN STORES will provide a Voter Registration service and
collectively promote the P!ogram ~hroughout the community ~
Interested Branch Presidents and Voter Registration
chairpersons can meet with 7-ELEVEN representatives during the
Annual Convention at the NAACP "Voter Action Center" to work out
details of the promotion in respective cities.
This promotion will increase our voter registration capacity
to many hundreds of outlets throughout the country. Branches in
Tampa, Florida and Memphis, Tennessee are already moving forward
with 7-ELEVEN STORE voter registration schedules.
VIII. EFFORTS OF NAACP SOUTHERN VOTER ACTION COORDINATOR HELPS TO
SECURE COMMITMENTS IN EXCESS OF $100,000.00 FOR NAACP VOTER
ACTIVITIES IN THE SOUTH
Through a series of meetings with foundation representatives
and visits to NAACP units across the South, Carolyn Coleman,
Southern Voter Action Field Coordinator, has been successful in
securing commitments in excess of $100,000.00 for NAACP units in
the Southern States.

IX.

NATIONAL COALITION ON BLACK VOTER PARTICIPATION AWARDED
$14 2 ,630.00
The National Coalition on Black Voter Participation has
approved or awarded t o -date $142,63 0 .00 in 1 9 88 for the
following Voter Action Coalition efforts in areas where NAACP
units will either be the lead organization or a participant in
the local coalition efforts:

A.

Projects where NAACP units serve as lead organizations:
NAACP Units
Birmingham, AL
New Haven, CT
Jacksonville, FL

C.

Ainount
$ 2,500 . 00
5,000.00
35,000.00

Savannah, GA

4,000.00

Indianapolis, IN

4,000.00

Toledo, OH

5,500.00

Charleston, WVA

1,000.00

Miami, FL <Opa Locka)

3,500.00

The National Coalition in Black Voter Participation has
approved funding, to date, of two NAACP State Conferences as
Pilot Projects to Conduct State-Wide Voter Participation Programs:
State Conference

Amount

South Carolina

$ 12,500.00

North Carolina

Amount to be determined

X.NAACP AND RUN-DMC HOLD NATIONAL VOTER REGISTRATION EDUCATION DRIVE
The NAACP, in association with RUN-DMC, one of the nation ' s
hottest "rap" acts, is in the process of sponsoring a national voter
registration drive this spring and summer in several major cities to
register young black youth and to increase the awareness of thousands
of young people regarding the importance of voting.
In an effort to increase voter registration in the 18-24 year old
age group, RUN-DMC is working cooperatively with the NAACP to
register eligible young people who attend their concerts. The media
attention derived from this effort has been tremendous and has served
to spark increased interest in the NAACP among young people.

This yea r's tour by RUN-DMC will a ttract more than one million
fans at over seventy performanc es . The 1988 tour began May 21 . 1988
in Baltimore, Maryland and will run through late Augu s t.
NAACP Branches in forty-seven (47) cities have agreed to
participate in t his drive.
BENJAMIN L. HOOKS - RUN/DMC POSTERS
The Voter Education Department has printed 2 ,00 0 posters
f eaturinq Benjamin Hooks and RUN /DMC urging Voter Registration that
will be distributed in communities where the RUN/DMC concerts take
place.
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS
a)

RUN /DMC has cut a 30 second public service audi o tape for
the NAACP to use in promoting Vot~r Participation am ong
black youth. This tape has been sent to 300 radio
stations across America who target their programming
toward black youth.

b)

Peabo Bryson cut an audio PSA tape promoting Voter
Registration tha~ was us~d effectively by the Dekalb
County, Georgia Branch of the NAACP in promoting voter
turnout during Super Tuesday. · Mr . Bryson is in the
process of developing an audio video tape that will be
distributed natjonwide by -th€ NAACP Promoting voter
turnout in the 1988 General Election.

VOTER ACTION ALERT NEWSLE'ITER
The Voter Education Department Newsletter continues to be a
sought after item. The Fourth Edition for 1988 has been printed for
distribution in conjunction with this year ' s National Convention.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
The work of the Association receives renewed
life and vitality by the exposure that it receives.
Our Public Relations Department headed by Jimmy Williams
did an outstanding job in publicizing the activities of
the Association. Press releases are produced on a weekly basis and disseminated to the print media. Press
advisories and press conferences were called on an asneeded basis. Additionally, Mr. Williams also writes
a feature for The CRISIS Magazine entitled, NAACP Focus.

DEPARTMENT of ADMINISTRATION
The day-to-day work of the Association is not
glamorous but vital to the success of the Associations
programs. J. Howard Henderson, Director of the Department of Administration reports that progress continues
to be made in ~ computerizing the Finance Department. The
purchase order system now is on computer. Additionally,
under the dir~ction of Ar~ell White the entire office
operation computer system is being integrated. Mrs.
Earlene Bollin, Director of Personnel continues to work
with the staff providing _orientation for new employees,
updating the staff insurance and pension benefits package
etc.
Ana Aponte, Assistant
to the Director of Administration, continues to serve effectively as the office
manager and_ handles the day to day operations of the
office.
The Department of Administration had the prinGiple responsibility of planning the Annual Meeting of
the Association and the planning and implementation of
the 79th Annual Convention.
Additionally, the Department had the principle
responsibility of supervising the renovation and the
furnishing of the Henry Lee Moon Library. The Department planned an outstanding dedication ceremony for the
library held on June 9.
Harry Maragh continued to serve as the Associat~on's.
Chief Accountant. He produced timely and accurate financial
statements, supervised the Association's audit, and administered
the day-to-day operations of the Accounting Department.
Barbara Brown assumed the responsibilities of the Director
of the Conference bepartment and did an outstanding job ~n assisting in
putting together the ingredients necessary for the planning of the
National Conference.

PUBLIC SECTOR FAIR SHARE
Mr. Michael A. Lawrence, National Director, Public
Sector Fair Share Department and Special Assis t ant to
the CEO/Executive Director reports for 1988.
Public Sector Fair Share
The Association ' s Public Sector Fair Share CPSFS)
Program is
designed to
expand the
Association ' s
traditional self-help effort to public sector economic
development.
It ' s aim is to to help close the economic
gap between minority and majority Americans by creating
and expanding opportunities in all areas of the public
sector.
Director Lawrence r epo rts
that as of mid-1988 over
twenty-four entities have been targeted for Public
Sector Fair Share. Public Sector Fair Share activity is
at various stages in:
South Carolina, N~w York, New
Jersey, Connecticut, Illinois, Kentucky, North Carolina,
New
Mexico,
Tennessee,
Virginia,
California,
Mississippi, Florida, and Massachusetts.
Training and Development
Workshops and seminars were provided in a number
of areas to enable participants to effectively plan,
research and
negotiat~
Public - Sector Fair
Sha~e
Agreements in a wide variety of areas. To ~his end, a
139 page training package was formulated and distributed
to selected branches and other units throughout the
country. Ensuring ready access to these materials was
accomplished by further disseminations to the seven
regions, and leaders in various states and localities.
Also, the availablity of training materials was noted at
workshops and presentations.
Entrepreneurship Development
To encourage business initiation and
growth,
assistance continued to be provided in the areas of
marketing,
business
planning,
finance,
personal
financial planning, new business ideation and business
research.
Additionally,
seminars
and
workshops
concerning small
business
opportunities,
business
record-keeping and entrepreneurship were formulated and
conducted in New York and Kentucky.

Presentations were made in South Carolina, New
York, New Jersey, Kentucky, North Carolina, Mississippi,
Virginia, and Illinois.
The aim was to demystify
economics and to reveal the links between economics and
politics.
Michael Lawrence continues to provide research and
analysis for the Executive Director, The Crisis and
other internal publics. Diverse subjects were addressed
including,
demographics,
marketing,
international
business conditions and opportunities, higher education,
Africa, Latin America,
the Caribbean,
employment,
economic development,
multicultural relations,
and
history.
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